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Marks Passing of a Prominent Motion
Picture Man and Public Spirited Citizen
The sudden death of Joseph Don
dis. announced briefly ln our Thurs
day Issue which was at that moment
going to press, was a deep shock to
the many friends of the deceased
throughout Knox County.
Ill
health had compelled the retire
ment of Mr Dcndis from active the
atrical duties five months ago. Long
confinement to his home on Beech
street, was followed by treatment at
Beth Israel Hospital ln Boston. Re
turning from that city he made his
reappearance on the street, and to
a mild extent resumed his duties
as manager of Strand Theatre, with
plans laid for an early departure
for a Winter sojourn In Florida. He
was at the theatre on the eve of his
death, and sat up until a late hour
listening to the political broadcasts
over the radio. Death occurred the
following forenoon.
Joseph Dondis was born in Kiev,
Russia, March 4, 1864, son of Hy
man and Ida (Wishnessky) Dondis.
He was able to recall no Impressions
of that country, however, as tne
family came to America when he
was only four years of age. Reach
ing America’s shores the Dondis
family sptnt two years ln New York,
going thence to Fall River, Mass.,
where Joseph received his public
school education, remaining until
he was 22 years of age. Rockland
was his home for the remainder of
his Ufe.
Upon his arrival here he conduct
ed a grocery store in Rankin block
and was in several other ventures,
including a considerable period on
the road, when the urge came to
engage in the motion picture in
dustry.
The conflagration which destroyed
Central Oarage, Willoughby block
and other structures in that vicinity,
left an admirable site for a motion
picture theatre, and it was there
that Mr Dondis built the Strand
and became an Independent oper
ator—an experience which had its
cares and tribulations owing to the
difficulty of obtaining “first run"
pictures, in competition with the
organized circuits. In spite of this
the new proprietor persevered, and
provided the local public with some
high class entertainment, which for
a time, at least, had devastating ef
fect upon his rivals.
But the inevitable happened, and
the business of Strand Theatre was
merged into the combination known
nationwide as the "M. & P.’’ Mr.
Dondis retained the ownership of
Strand Theatre, and both that and
the Park were under his supervision
to the end of his days. Highly
ambitious and now a well known
figure ln cinema circles, Mr. Dondis
became associated with Blinn Page
of Skowhegan, and Ensign Otis of
this city in the ownership of a new
theatre in Skowhegan and two in
Calais. His business acumen and
his genial personality made him a
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circles, and every last detail for
his comfort had been arranged by
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will miss him.

M & P. officials in Miami. Fla.,
where he was to spend the Winter.
He was a very prominent figure,
also, ln the local Jewish syna
gogue. which he had served for
many years In the role of secre-j
tary and treasurer. He belonged
also to the newly organized branch
of B'nal Brlth. He was a member
of Rockland Lodge of Elks and the
Rockland Lions Club.
Mr. Dondis’ public spirit and gen
erosity found expression on many
occasions, and his theatre has been
used^imes without number for the
benefit of local enterprises. Tlie
extent of his charities will never be
known for the reason that he never
told the number of times his purse
strings were loosened for the bene
fit of the needy and suffering. No
body was ever turned away emptyhanded from his door.
The business and social relations
between Mr. Dondis and The Cou
rler-Oazette office over a long period
of years had been of a most har
monious nature. He was ever the
newspaper's staunch friend and sup
porter. and it feels that It has
sustained a personal’ loss through
his death.
Mr Dondis was married July 14.
1914, to Miss Ida May Povich of
Ellsworth, who survives him, to
gether with his mother, Mrs. Ida
Dondis; two sons—Meredith, who is
a Senior at the University of
Maine, and Harold, who is a Junior
at Bowdoin College; three brothers
—James and Herbert of Rockland,
and Abraham of New York; and
three sisters—Mrs. Lena Skotnik
and Mrs. Etta Fineberg of NewYork and Mrs. Annie Zolkind of
Fall River.
Interment was in Fall River,
whither the remains were taken
Thursday afternoon.

•Mata Haris Daughter,’’ the
greatest Spy Story of the present
war—the most sensational war
novel since “All Quiet on the West
ern Front "—begins in the November
3d Boston Bunday Advertiser.
132’lt

ANNOUNCEMENT
On and after November 2, my offices will

be located in the First National Bank Building,
at 417 Main Street, Rockland.
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Before another issue of this newspaper reaches its readers
ballots will be falling like snow all over1 this “lai)d of the free,”
and the selection of the man who Is to guide Its destinies for
the next four years will be well under way. In Maine, where
the outcome is again a foregone conclusion, there will be no
hectic attempt to get out the vote, for that was done in our
vital State election—and mighty well done, It would seem.
Those who vote next Tuesday will go to the polls largely on
thelr own volition, but It ls highly important that they should
do so because of the effect that a good-sized majority would
have ln the Western 8tates which will still be voting when
It ls possible for them to estimate the Maine result. The
Republicans have a splendid ticket and it ls fighting—fight
ing for freedom from what savors of dictatorship; freedom
from a violation of the Third Term; freedom from unwelcome
taxes and business retrlctlons; and freedom from the possi
bility of becoming involved In another World War.
Better by far than anything we could say on the eve of
this election ls the summary made ln a Herald Tribune edi
torial which appeared under the caption of “The Willkie
Plan For Progress," so It ls here reproduced:
“The goal of national unity ls plainly the inspiring force
of the WUlkie campaign. His plan for production, for releas
ing the forces of American Initiative and energy, is his prac
tical proposal for restoring health to the national economy.
What ls his attitude toward the problems of relief, social
legislation, labor and agriculture? It ls ln these fields that
the New Deal has achieved most—however great Its ad
ministrative failures. Every voter has a right to know where
Mr. WUlkie stands with respect to these measures of progress.
We set down his plans from his speeches in the campaign.
Relief. His first pledge, repeatedly and forcibly ex
pressed. has been: "No person wUl be taken off relief untU he
has a Job.’’ He outlined at Cincinnati on Oct. 16 a “longrange program" to Improve WPA. He recommended, among
other proposals, that the personnel of WPA. be put on the
merit system—eliminating the politicians, and that relief be
allocated to each State on the basis of the amount of unem
ployment by a formula which made It Impossible for officials
in Washington to play politics with the moneys.
In short, Mr. WUlkie stands pledged to continue the New
Deal relief programs upon a non-political basis untU an ex
panded production replaces it with jobs.
Social legislation. Mr. Willkie has endorsed the entire New
Deal program, from housing to old-age benefits and unem
ployment allowances. He has pledged himself to expand and
Improve these laws, but he stresses the fact that there ls no
such thing as security in a nation headed toward bankruptcy
or inflation. He said in New York on Oct. 8:
“I say it very solemnly, that those who are Aow paying in
on their social security will never get the principal of the
social security when they need it in thelr old age. unless this
Administration is removed from power It’s like a person pay
ing premiums into a life insurance company that's becoming
bankrupt.”
Labor. Mr. WUlkie has repeatedly indorsed the “right of
labor to bargain collectively through agents of Its own free
choice” and the national labor relations act. He has ex
pressed the opinion, however, that the "maladministration of
this act has been and is one of the most shocking tragedies
in the history of American industrial relations.” It seems to
him "wise, before materially changing the act, to change the
administration of It." He has repeatedly upheld the minimum
wage and maximum hour laws. He would "tie labor Into the
councils of the government" instead of treating It a* “a group
apart.”
Agriculture. In his Omaha speech on Sept. 26, Mr.
WUlkie said:
’’This, then, is my farm program. Let us take over—and
improve—those elements of the present program which are
helping the farmer in his battle against the contracting
economy that the New Deal has brought about. But let us
not pretend that the program is our solution. We must go to
the roots of our trouble. By the application of the simple
laws ot economics we must expand the domestic market and
the foreign market.”
Among the specific policies which he approved were soil
conservation, commodity loans ("untU some better method
of assisting farmers to finance thelr surpluses can be worked
out"), rural electrification, an adequate supply of farm
credit, crop insurance, greater utilization of farm crops and
co-operative marketing.
To these specific pledges there should be added the broad
declaration of his faith and purpose contained ln his accept
ance speech in a discussion of social legislation:
"The purpose of all such measures is Indeed to obtain a
better distribution of the wealth and the earning power of
this country. But I do not base my claim to liberalism solely
on my faith ln such reforms. American liberalism does not
merely consist ln reforming things. It consists also ln making
things.
"The ability to grow, the ability to make things, is the
measure of man’s welfare on earth. To be free, man must be
creative.
“I am a liberal because I believe that ln our industrial
age there is no limit to the productive capacity of any man.
And as I believe that, I likewise believe that there ls no limit
to the horizon of America.”
A united nation, an expanding economy and progressive
laws fairly and efficiently administered to protect the weak
and distribute income more Justly—such would seem to be a
fair summary of the Willkie program for America.
At the Joint meeting of the Con
gregational Church and Parish So
cieties Wednesday night, a commit
tee was appointed to secure an in
terim pastor in the event of Rev.
Corwin H. Olds being inducted into
service for a year with the National
Ouard regiment of which he is
chaplain. John Pomroy is chair
man of this committee.

A representative of the Augusta
Field Office of the Social Security
Board will be at the Deputy Col
lector’s Office, Post Office Build
ing, Nov. 6, between the hours of
12 noon to 2 p. m. He will be
pleased to assist applicants, who
may wish to file claims, or to assist
them in other matters pertaining
to old-age and survivors insurance.

OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY

TILLSON'S WHARF
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Those Macintosh Reds
APPLE DAY
TODAY
Saturday, Nov. 2
EVERY CENT TO THE
HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION

We hope you enjoyed the McIntosh you
bought on the street today.

There is still a large stock in our cellar; also
Spies, Delicious and other varieties.

Plenty of New Cider at the Sign of the Red
Apple, Route 17.

THURSTON ORCHARDS
R. E. THURSTON

UNION, MAINE

By The Roving Reporter

An unusual situation arose in the
Registration Board during this
week's sessions. The applicant for
registration was a woman. The
chairman asked the customary
question: “Married or single?" There
was a brief hesitation ln the reply.
"Single," was the answer, “my hus
band died this morning.”

Farmers account for one out of
every four trucks ln use. On farms
are one million motor trucks, scat
tered from 1401 ln Nevada to 68,250
tn New York State.
A Rockland man who was a well
known character ln this city quite
a number Of years ago, received a
bill for his wife's funeral expenses,
and out of sympathy and friendship
for him a liberal discount had been
made The man eyed the bill for a
few moments and then eyed It again
with gathering suspicion. Finally
he exclaimed: “What’s that dis
count? Ill never pay It.” His ire
subsided when the situation was ex
plained to him.

Strangers who visit Appleton sel
dom fall to go up on the Ridge and
see the town’s famous show place—
the so called Oakes mansion, a de
scription of which could be given
ln no better manner than by the
above picture made by one of The
Courier-Oazette's staff of pho
tographers Thursday.
Two views are presented—one. the
main building with observation
tower. The once palatial residence,
commanding a delightful view of
Sennebec Pond and broad country-'
side, has long been unoccupied, and
is shorn of much of its former
beauty and glory—taken over by
the town when tax assessments
were not met.
The other view shows the original
home of Mrs. Adelaide Estelle Oakes'

father, the late Daniel Sullivan. Mrs.
Oakes’ husband was the late Fran
cis J. Oakes of New York.
The daughter's affection for her
paternal parent found expression in
two noteworthy methods. One was
the retention of Mr. Sullivan's abode
after the “mansion" was built,
standing today as It did when Mr.
Sullivan spent the years of his long
life there.
The other method was the erec
tion of the handsome monument
which stands over Mr. 8ulllvan's
last resting place in Appleton’s pic
turesque Pine Grove cemetery.
Surmounting that monument Is
a statue, heroic size, of the man
—Photos by Ouy Nicholas.
whose death solved for him the
mystery of the hereafter. Gazing revered parent who lived, in marble,
at that statue Mrs. Oakes beheld a though no longer in the flesh.

When The Black Cat recently ex
pressed seme curiosity as to what
had become of Sheldon pears it was
without expectation that the simple
Item would bear such substantial
fruit. From Mrs. Winnie Horton of
219 Cedar street came a large box
ful of these delicious pears, and this
note: "I have had one of the trees
for several years and when I read
your Item I promised myself that if
it bore »ny fruit this year you should
have some.” And I want Mrs. Hor
ton to know how thoroughly I en
joyed the pears, and how much I ap
preciated her kindness.

Most of us have fads tn some form.
Howard Crockett ls the collector of
old guns, and he has been at It
from youth. I am told he has about
four hundred.

Via Bryson City, N. C, where her
father is now living, comes the story
of a dream experienced by a Vinal
haven woman. She had listened to
ft Wendell Willkie broadcast, eating
quite heartily meantime. When she
retired, and finally slept, it was to
dream that the Republican candi
date had sent this wire: “Since I
can make the day's trip 1*11 risk my
Union
370 Carl Melvin Kitching,
46 Harold Sanbom Wentworth,
Rockland neck and cross the bay to that be
Warren
1375 Leroy Clayton Dyer,
1944 Irven Amos Gammon,
Appleton loved Island."
West Rockport
225 Roy Kilton Crabtree,
1869 Oeorge John Ranta,
Camden
Rockland
642 Nelson Avard Sabien.
25 Bradford French Burgess,
Ride wherever you will your eye ls
Rockland
Friendship
703 Hayden Beckwith Wright,
609 Maurice Calvin Simmons,
Camden greeted, and too often offended, by
Vinalhaven
656 Alexander Christie.
603 Herbert Alden Lawry,
Vlnalhaven “automobile graveyards.” Statis
Union
128 Arthur Francis Rackliff,
154 Oeorge Lawrence Cullinan,
South Thomaston ticians tell us that 2,388.000 motor
Rockland
150 Charles William Rogers,
1428 Everett Mervyn Fernald,
Rockland vehicles have been scrapped during
Camden 2068 Clifford Everett Richards,
Rockport the past ten years.
77 Clarence Herbert Pendleton,
Rockland
276 Michael Arico,
160 Bernard Leroy Gray,
Rockland
Thomaston
716 Cecil Carleton Morton,
Camden
2401 Frank Joseph Jacobs,
Minturn crashed the ebony kitty
Rockland 1015 Vernon Arnold Blackington,
Rockland
764 Oeorge Cleveland Harvey,
Union
883 Edwin Thomas Lofman,
666 Stephen Francis Norwood,
Rockland column the other day with the news
Warren
346 Lauriston Eaton Davis,
Friendship that Warren Staples found a violet
190 Maurice Emery Lindsey,
Rockland
692 Ernest Andrew LeVallee,
Hope ln full bloom Monday. Another
310 Earl Delmar Withee,
Rockland
341 Albert Joseph Sullivan,
Rockland member of the Stanley family, Cal
1431 Robert Cushman Burns,
Friendship 1998 Winfield Scott Young 8impson,
Crlehaven vin, was not to be outdone, so he
67 Bernard Sylvanous Brow,
Rockland
1354 Millard Fillmore Mitchell,
Appleton shot a horned owl as his example of
107 Willis Irvin Sullivan,
Matinicus
St George exploit. The bird, which had been
1000 Elno Mattias Ojala,
2069 Norris Llnw-ood Young,
Rockland
Rockland bothering his chickens, had a wing
1187 Henry Andrew Moody,
,
180 Charles Francis Freeman,
Rockland
Rockland spread of 56 inches.
1850 William Spear Davis,
59 Claude D. Athearn,
Crlehaven
Rockport
1314 Robert Carey Hanscom,
74 Harold Colby Anderson,
Rockland
Rockport
412 Herbert Warrloner Crockett,
1925 Joseph Tony Mazzeo,
Many a reference has been made
Warren
Washington
436 Donald W Cunningham,
246 Edwin Elwell Gammon,
in
this column concerning four-gen
Camden
Warren
175
Robert
Blair
Connell.
667 Harley James Morrison,
Rockland
Rockland eration groups, but this one goes a
1063 Harlow Edward Dray,
176 Patsy Asta Ferrero,
Vinalhaven
Rockland step further: A son was bom Oct. 28
904 Fred Mather Knight,
781 Alton Rankin LawTy,
Rockland
Friendship to Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pearl of
1954 Elmer Francis Prior,
134 Lawrence Woodbury Lufkin,
Camden
Rockland Waldoboro at the Augusta General
226 William Franklin Welch,
130 Robert Hiram Thomas,
Vinalhaven Hospital. This event completes a
Rockland
1285 Oeorge Thomas White,
124 Earle Raymond Freeman,
Camden fifth-generation group, the grand
Rockport
1784 Emerton Colby Oross,
104 Charles Ernest Leland,
mother bring Mrs. John Bumheimer
guests and led ln the salute to the John Smith Fogg and Mrs. Helen H. the great-grandmother Mrs. Leola
Carlson.
Oliver, and the great-great-grandFlag by the N.Y.A. girls.
mother Mrs. Laura Teague.
Rev. Albert Perkins, district suThe Rockland High School
|
pervtsor
N
Y.A.
from
Hallowell,
was
Rev. Albert Perkins
Seniors have chosen the three-act
When Mr. and Mrs. Robert
the guest speaker, and afterwards
“Foot-Loose” by Charles Oregory go motoring their unfailing
Guest Speaker At N.Y.A. members and guests adjourned to play
Quimby Burdette, author of “Shirt companion ls thelr pet dog, whlcn
the Copper Kettle for afternoon tea,
Girls’ Meeting
Sleeves,” “New Fires," “Once In a ls content to sit In the rear seat, as
where the table was beautifully dec
Lifetime” and "Wings of the Morn well behaved as one could wish. But
The Advisory committee for the orated with lace cover, pink candles, ing.’’ for their annual play. In its when the Gregorys leave the car
and late autumn flowers.
first season, 1938-40 “Foot-Loose" Bob unfailingly places a yardstick
local N.Y.A. met last Friday In the
Mrs. William Ellingwood poured,
won the right to be called our most across the top of the front seat. The
and
business
was
conducted
inform

project room, Community Building.
popular comedy. Hundreds of pro canine would like nothing better
The room was bright and attractive ally at the table, Mrs. Flora Mer ductions in schools both large and than to move Into the driver’s seat,
chant reading the minutes of the
with autumn leaves and an exhibi last meeting, and Mrs. Carl Moran small proved beyond any doubt that but a bone wouldn't tempt It to
tion of the work of project mem extending an invitation to meet at “Foot-Loose" ls ideal, both In pur cross the dividing line represented
pose and in acting opportunity, for by that yardstick.
bers, who were also present. Mrs. her home for the next meeting.
players of the high-school age.
Those present were Rev. and Mrs.
Helen H. Carlson presided; Mrs.
One of the noteworthy Institutions
Albert
Perkins,
Mrs.
Carl
Moran,
John Smith Fogg welcomed the
ln Knox County, and one which is
YOUR
FAVORITE
POEM
Mrs. William Ellingwood, Mrs.
growing steadily in popular favor
M'aude Blodgett, Miss Maude Hall,
If I bad my life to live again ) is the annual "Harvest Home" at
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, Mrs. Flora Mer would bave made a rule to read some Appleton. The zeal with which the
and listen to some muale al
chant, Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee, Mrs. poetry
least once a week. The loee of these thrifty housewives enter into the
tastes la a loee of happlneaa. —Charles
spirit of this affair has attracted
Darwin
much more than local attention,
REGULAR
MEETING
OF
A
LADY
(FOR
A
GIRL)
Wishing Transportation
and small wonder that people come
Ood love this growing life of mine. from such a wide radius to sample
TO THE POLLS
God guide my days and lead
ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5
those wonderful pies.
Me straight to Gentle Womanhood
NO. 79, F. & A. M.
In act and thought and deed.
AT
HALL
OF
KNOX
LODGE
Contact any member of the Re
Almost impossible to get by those
O give me winning manners and
publican City Committee:
SOUTH THOMASTON
A kind and happy face;
wayside stands when they groan
Then keep my body well and strong.
beneath the weight of golden pump
TUESDAY EVG., NOV. 5 And give It charm and grace.
Ward 1, Earl Chaples; Ward J,
Supper at 6.30. Priced at 35e
A. D. Fish; Ward 3, Cleveland
At home, at school, at work, or play, kins and rosy-cheeked McIntosh
May all my actions shine
The work will be in the Third
Reds. Let's see, what's the color of
Sleeper, Jr.; Ward 4, Basil H.
loving thoughtfulness that shows
Degree, and will be inspected by With
apple cider?—Courler-Oazette.
That Lady Heart of mine
Stinson; Ward 5, Irvin L. Curtis;
R. W. Louis A. Walker. D.D.G.M.
Furnish a sample, and we’ll know.
Ward 6, Harry Phillips; Ward 7,
Make every act of mine so pure,
All Master Masons cordially
That everyone shall give
—Lewiston Journal.
Carl Nelson.
Thelr little Lady homage true
invited
Oosh I Is it that scarce over Lew
As long as she shall live.
132-133
iston way?
—By John Martin

Additional Draft Numbers

Project Work Shown
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Jackie Fisher Won

Filling Stations

The Courier-Gazette
THR EE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Prizes For Their Beauti
fication Again Offered
By Garden Clubs

My righteousness is near; my sal
vation is gone forth, and mine 1
arms shall Judge the people; the
isles shall wait upon me, and on
mine arm shall they trust—Isa.
51: 5,

A Technical Knockout
Ended Main Bout At the
Park Street Arena

From The Shoulder

THAT COWBOY JAMBOREE

Speaks Retiring Overseer
Of Poor—Pities Those
Who “Lied About Him”

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
and Maynard Green will take part
In the main event last night at
A yearly contest, sponsored by
in the program arranged by Miss
On this, my last day of service
i the State Federation of Oarden Park street arena, featured before
Stahl.
in
the post of Overseer of the
' Clubs for the purpose of stimulat a good sized crowd. Carl Lawless i
• • * •
Poor for Rockland since Jan. 1,
of Thorndike and Jackie Ficher of
ing
greater
interest
in
the
beauti

During the three-day vacation
Waterville fought a return match.
1934, I crave the privilege of con
last week. Oliver Hdlmes and the fication of filling stations, is be
They were going at it hammer and
(By K. S. P.)
veying through your columns a
N.Y.A. boys renovated the library, coming increasingly popular year
tongs when rights and lefts to 1
word of farewell.
whitening the ceiling, painting the , by year within the various garden
head
knocked
him >
First, to the Relief clients: You
The Hornet's Long Boat, by Wil
woodwork, and varnishing the club units throughout the United Lawless
j against the ropes, and Fisher ;
pass before me in procession,
shelves.
liam Roos. Publishers. Houghton,
I States.
opened up with all he had until i
everyone in trouble. From the na
• • • •
The Medomak Region, of which Lawless was three-fourths out of '
Mifflin Company. Boston.
ture of my situation, I could not
The annual Apple Day. sponsored Rockland Garden Club is a unit, is the ring. When the referee sep
break down and indulge in expres
Here is fashioned a most extraor
by the Rotary Club, is being held j the pioneer region within the arated them . Lawless appeared
sions of my sympathy. But, I
dinary story that brings alive th s?
today. Prizes will be awarded the State of Maine to take up this line dazed, and staggered around the
think that many of you know and
days when clipper ships accom
boy and girl making the highest of work Each filling station en ring.
feel that I have sympathized and
Referee
Jack OBrien
sales Doris Gatti is general chair tering the contest at Spring plant stepped between them, and award
plished deeds of heroism and
tried to help beyond the perfunc
Thr '--icr cl’»» play. Foot-Loose, man. with Mr. Bowden. Miss Stahl ing time is checked from time to ed the fight to Fisher on a techni
strength of endurance, little under
tory giving of things. And I want
to assure you that the nobility and
stood today. This tale is brought coach-d by Mr. 3mith. will be and Miss DeiRochemor.t as faculty j time during the growing season by cal knock-out. This all happened
given Dec. 5 nr J 6. Publicity is in advisors. Christy Adams ls cus the Roadside Improvement chair
courage which many of you have
together from the diaries and log charge of leuise Seavey. Lucille todian of the apples, and Lincoln men. and in late Summer judged in the flrst minute of the third |
manifested have touched me deep
round, and up to this time Lawless
book of Captain and Mate of the Connon. and Virginia Bowley.
McRae. Charles Seaman. Edith by a special committee appointed was ahead, winning both the first
ly. and given me an enriched con
j Rich, ar.d Marjery Mills are as- for that purpose. Each entrant is and second.
clipper ship Hornet. This clipper
Tony, Juanita and Buddy, heading Maine’s biggest radio cowboy jam ception of the wonderful way in
Work has started for the High siating Miss Gatti. Everyone should ranked on the following basis:
had come to fame by a swift pas
The semi-flnal saw Bobby Pooler boree, with Al Hawley's Wild Azaleas, New Fngland's No. 1 Hill Bi ly which a human thoroughbred can
sage from New York to San Fran School Boy.> Glee Club, directed hy 1 have at least one of Raymond ' 1— Absolute cleanliness of sta
of Waterville and Young Jack of I Band. Plus another troupe lo be announced later. Rockland Community bear adversity. I shall never forget
Thurston's
delicious
McIntosh
Reds
tion and Its surroundings ... 30 Augusta holding, jabbing, hitting I Building. Friday. Nov. 8, with two,shows. At 4.00 P. M. souvenirs for the you nor your goodness.
cisco, doing the trip in less time Mr. Edwards, with Sibelius' “Fin
than the famous clipper White landia" as the first number for raised on his apple farm in Union. 2— Absence of unnecessary ad
In retrospect, I begin already to
in the clinches, much to the dis children. Evening show at 8 o’clock.
vertising signs ............. ......... 25 pleasure of the crowd. Finally i
study.
Cloud
make allowances for those who
Maine's biggest radio cowboy i the state is famous.
Something new in the way of 3— Design of buildAg in rela
The book is dedicated to the
Young Jack knocked Pooler down Jamboree will be presented at Ccm- | Tony hails from New Mexico and wielded a dextrous chisel in getting
tion to location and har
memory of Capt. Josiah Mitchell
Mountain climbing in India has socials was held last night, a com
away with more than their share
for the count in the fourth round. I
mony of color scheme ____ 15 i Alton Wooster won a judge’s de rnunity Building Nov. 8 with a is an entertainer of many years of tlie charity of city and State.
of Freeport. Maine, who in the year been in the minds and on the bined Senior-Junior High Social,
special children's matinee at 4 p. experience as well as a talented They may have lacked something
1866. after his vessel burned at sea. tongues of the majority of the with the Senior High Student 4— Sign — Well designed and
cision over Danny Rock of Au
placed _______
15 | gusta. subbing for Gecrgie Minor. m. with 330 free souvenirs. The musician. Buddy ls a brother of in birth or training which makes
Council as hosts. The first half I
safely carried 14 of his men in a
evening show starts at 8. lasting Juanita and is known as the fid- for honor. Being cowards at heart
of the entertainment was “A Night 5— Attractive planting .............. 15
small open boat to the Hawaiian
In the flrst pelim. Young Ran- from 2'a to 3 hours of songs, dling fool.
of Magic,” supervised by Mr. Ed- ,
Islands .a distance of 4000 miles, in
they could not face their troubles
I nev of Waterville, subbing for comedy and musk, all new troupes.
Al. Rawley's Wild Azaleas is with honest courage. I have often
wards and Miss Nichols with the
a harrowing and almost superhuman
~°*** ........................ ;........... 100 Young Oiguere. was k o.'ed bv
Head;::; tins bill will be Tony. known as the No. 1 Hill Billy band asked myself how I would conduct
now famous Rajah of Downpour
An attractive plaque ia present-, Slasher Porter ln ,he
voyage, which took 43 days.
In this book one finds the day
bringing for approval many of the ed the highest ranking station. round. Young Ranney outweighed Juanita and Buddy one of New Eng- of New England and consists of myself ln a like situation. And
world's, great figures. Hitler. Musso This year's winner is Chapman’s Slasher by a city block, and came land's outstanding attractions in 8 members. They will delight the who of us can be sure how he would
by day story of hardships bravely
lini, Ohandi, Mae West. President Esso Station, corner of North out at the bell like a wild man. presentations of American folk patrons with their musk, songs, react?
mastered through the fine courage
Main street and Broadway, oper and before Porter even knew the songs. Juanita is a big favorite comedy and instrument numbers
and determined efforts of Captain
Roosevelt and Frankenstein.
Even toward those who in lgnorand Mate, holding the almost
The second half, arranged by ated by Daniel Chapman. (Con fight was on. he was down for the with her individual style of sing done in their own inimitable man- , ance an<j malice deliberately tried
ing
and
talking.
She
hails
from
ner. Another troupe yet to be an- [0 damage or ruin my reputation,
Doris Gatti. was given by mem gratulations. Mr. Chapman!)
crazed and starved sailors to the
count of six. But Porter was boxtask ot keeping going and life in
bers of Senior High: solo. Maynard
The flrst emblem awarded is on I lng beautifully, and fathoming the El Paso. Tex., and Is a fine ex nounced will also be presented at j cherish no ill will and have no
desire for revenge. They are the
their weakened bodies by sheer
Green; piano solo, William East; display at Community Service Sta Waterville boy's style, finally ample of the pulchritude for which this jamboree.
force of will power.
comedy dance, Jennie and Lucy tion. Park street, owned and op knocked him out in the second
-------- -—------------------------------------ ones to be pitied .for their lies will
This diary came into the hands
Thompson; finale. Ernest Munro erated by Carl A. Borgerson. It round
151 plrs. Don Cummings had 109 return upon their own heads
I
for high single.
of William Rcos. himself a deep
shall
hold
In
memory
only
those
and chorus.
ranked highest in last year's con
The
Mid-Town
had
a
fatal
night,
for
high
single,
and
James
Flan

The opener had Young Dennis of
water yachtsman, who spared no
Decorations. In charge of Vir- 1 test.
upward struggling fellow men and
Waterville and Freddie Scott of too. losing all five points to Perry's agan had 296 for high total.
effort in obtaining the full details
glnla Bowley. were in patriotic
The pleasant co-opeTatlon of all Waldoboro with Dennis winning Markets, who ended 79 pins to the I Armour's team went down for women whom lt was a privilege to
cctors of red. white and blue. ! station managers with the Garden
from all living persons connected
good. Ken Legage roiled 297 for the ccunt. Rice Co taking five help in the name of the good city
the judge's decision.
in any way with Capt. Mitchell and
Edith Rich and Barrett Jordan, Club workers has been outstand- ■
high total and Var.ce Norton had points and the total by 187 pins. of Rcckland. It is really hard to
crew, and the two passengers who
supervising the music, played new ing. Every contestant shows an
117 for high single.
'Obituary deferred.! Charlie Cargill break off the work that we were
braved the terrors of this arduous
records for dancing. Members of increased rating over last year.
Post Office <5>—D. Perry. 287; held the honors with 299 for total trying to do together but I do so
voyage. It is a tale to hold one al
with great confidence in the ex
the Home Economics Club who sold
What a far cry are theae present |
McPhee 286; Chatto. 303: Dudley. and 116 fcr r'ngle. The scores:
most breathless through its pages,
refreshments at the Canteen were day streamlined, attractive models
300; Rackliff. 316: total. 1492.
Kiwanis <5>—Cummings. 268; perience. character and discrimin
and brings home to Maine again
Jane Packard. Ruth Johnson. Mar. for efficient service from the flrst
Snow's Shipyards <0>—Crockett.' Flanagan. 296; Miller. 276: Bar ating judgement of my successor,
those days when so many of her
garet Havener. Ruth Wotton, Vir little gas stations which sat de
249; Sukeforth, 288; Cole. 256; nard. 266: Brackftt. 775: total. 1381. J. N. Southard.
Clifford Smith
sons went down to the sea in sail
To the Public Servants with
ginia Haskell and Eloise Law. At jectedly along the highways!
Gatoombe. 299; McKinney. 255;
Van Baalen (0)—Levinthal. 225;
ing ships, struggling with the vicis
total. 1347.
Murgita. 262; S. Goldberg. 226; whom I have been associated;
students and teachers who had the the door collecting activity tickets,
situdes of wind and weather: a book
Never in all my life have I ob
Perrys <5>—E. Perry. 243: Post, Epstein. 245: Frantz. 272; 1230.
great privilege at Tuesday morn which were given as admission, Kenneth Ames did some Fall plow
By
valuable to all libraries which tell
263; Legage. 297; Stewart. 283; NorRice <51—Gardner. 255; H. Heal. served mere conscientious devotion
ing's assembly of seeing the beau were Lincoln MciRae and Virginia ing at Matinicus. Marian Curtis
true tales of ocean voyages.
Clean-up committee raked and burned leaves. Keith
: ton, 288; total. 1374.
RUTH WARD
230: Walker. 272; Smith. 283; Car to duty, impartial Justice and ser
tiful. exciting pictures ln techni Witham.
vice than in men and women in
consisted
of
Douglas
Small.
John
Mid-Town
<0»
—
Daniels.
246;
C.
gill. 299; total. 1336.
Allen
stained
chairs
and
a
table.
color taken by Dudley Wolfe dur
high places and low ln the employ
Storer.
and
James
Moulaisor..
—
Lil

Sleeper.
261;
Beaulieu.
236;
Soule.
Armour's
(0»
—
Thompson.
189;
James Thomas got 26 good smelts,
PORT CLYDE
ing an expedition on which he lost
lian Savage.
Flagg, 255; Mills. 216; Jameson. of the city of Rockland. I have
Lewis Stockford snot a duck with
P0®1 Office took Snow s 203; G. E’.eeper. 281; total. 1295.
The Advent Christian Church will his life in July, 1939.
• • 9 •
• • • •
seen seme leave embittered because
his 410 gauge shot gun. whkh Shipyards for five points Wedr.es236; Ryder. 253; total. 1149
Five reels of these truly remark
hold services Sunday in this order:
of utter lack of appreciation of the
Tlie
Kiwanis
Club
won
a
match
made
good
eating.
Beatrice
Maloney
c
’
av
n
teht,
winning
tlie
total
by
145
At
a
meeting
of
teachers
of
Social
At 10.30, worship, followed by the able pictures were shown by Clif
j with Van Baalen Thursday night.
real sacrifices which they made.
monthly Communion service; at ford Smith of Warrenton. Mr Studies held in the Portland banked the house. Elsie Norton pins. Dard Rackliff hit 316 for high 1 taking five points and the total by MATINICUS
There are some people who have
total
and
Wimp
Chatto
had
121
I
Chamber
of
Commerce
Hall,
as
a
helped
decorate
the
Grange
hall
Smith
’
s
remarks
and
explanations
11.45, Sunday school; at 6. Loyal
Mrs. Judson Young has returned no conception of the possiility of
at the Keag for Halloween, and
Workers; at 7. evening service. Tlie of the scenes added much to the
from Rockland where she was a any such thing as unselfish, sacri
the church for Rally Day, Kenneth
mid-week prayer service will be held enjoyment and understanding of
patient a' Knox Hospital for sev ficial service in the City Govern
Conway drove a tractor to plough,
Wednesday in the vestry at 7 mountain climbing. So vivid and
eral weeks.
ment. Yet, I bear witness to the
and to haul wood and brush. Carl
impressionable were these pictures
o'clock.
Gladys
Young,
who
has
been
[
fact that It exists and has existed
Ilvonen plowed four acres of land
Fred Waldo is in Togus for the taken by Mr. Wolfe, official photo
'pending a week with her parents 1 throughout the past seven years.
ar.d
helped
shingle
a
new
hen
pen.
grapher
of
the
expedition,
that
the
Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Young, has j It has been a privilege to be asLee Wotton cut wood, and Norma
Mr. and Mrs. Martin of Worces audience seemed to be joining tn
returned to her work in Bar Harbor 1 sociated with these men and
Curtis gathered vegetables.
ter, Mass . were in town Sunday, the ascent of 23. 250 feet of the sec
Supt. Frank Rowe of Warreni womenond
highest
mountain
in
the
world.
Others
had
the
wanderlust
and
accompanied by Mrs. Ada Brennan
I To my Fellow Taxpayers: It has
' visited the school Oct. 31.
went visiting: Margaret Norman
Innumerable details were noted:
who returned from two week' visit
been my difficult task to attempt
three tons of supplies. Chinese wis
Emery Philbrock. who spent a. to administer adequate relief in
to Bangor, William Shrout to
In that city.
teria.
oxygen
masks,
glaciers
ln
Waterville,
Betty
Holmes
to
Cam

week
recently
with
hi3
parents,
Mr.
1
Mrs Lenata Marshall ls making
these difficult times and to avoid
den, James McPhee to Wiscasset.
and Mrs. R. E. Philbrock, has re- I wasting our money. I have tried
her Winter residence in Portland. motion, snow blindness, sleeping
Frances Jordan to Flagstaff and
turned to Monhegan.
Rev. John Holman is conducting bags, “snow ships." rafts made of
to do lt as you would want it done
Dead River. Joyce Raye to Hope.
an evangelistic service in Worces goat skins, apricot blossoms, in
Mrs Esther Ames has returned ner? you acquainted with the enterpreters.
leg
splints,
swaying
Charlotte
Gilchrest
to
Berlin.
N.
H.
| home after spending a week on the tire situation. As one who was
ter, Mass.
Barbara Ross ar.d Nathalie Jackson
Fred Seavey, Alfred Morris, Waldo rope bridges, coolies and sherpa
I mainland.
paying back to the tax collector of
to Bar Harbor. Fred Allen to Port
Bryant, William Pease and Clarence porters, stage houses skiing and
The mail boat began It Winter the city over one-sixth of the
land.
Mildred
Harvey
to
Portland.
exquisite
coloring
throughout.
Hupper have returned from a hunt
schedule Nov. 1, with two boats » ' salary which he received from the
Norma Rawley to Augusta, and
Mr. Wolfe has indeed left a
ing trip in Northern Maine.
week until May 1.
j city. lt was not difficult for me to
Nada Cary to Passadumkeag.
Mr. and Mrs. George Robbins and priceless heritage of art and in
-----------------realize the need of saving money.
• • • •
Lewis Young, Jr., are spending a formation in these pictures, which,
The keen sen-.tlvity of the blind Yet we are a civilized people and
through
the
genero^y
and
consid

Members
of
the
Home
Economics
: makes them excellent piano tuners ' we do not let our fellows starve or
fortnight in Weeks Mills.
Club working in the Canteen this
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Daniels eration of Mr. Smith, members of
' and wire-fence builders. In Japan perish for lack of fuel, medical
week were Ruth Johnson and Jane
have returned from a visit in Mass Rockland High have had the ad
they were found such competent care, etc., nor do we compel our
Packard
selling
ice
cream
and
j
vantage to see.
achusetts.
masseurs that at one time 900 out neighbors children to go to school
Pauline
Beal
selling
candy.
VirI
Mr. Smith was introduced by All
cf Kokohama's 1000 masseurs were m COjd and rags. It has been a
ginla Haskell and Julia Mealey
ston Smith as guest educator and
ight’.ess.
pleasure to serve you to the best of
Marguesite
deRochemont
WEST WASHINGTON
sold candy on the stair-landing.— 1
World War veteran. Priscilla Bra
' my abilities.
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith of zier led devotions, and Stanley
Ruth Wotton. ClUb Reporter.
Subscribe to Tbe Courier-Oazette
Louis A. Walker,
• • • •
Fryeburg visited Monday with Mr. Murray conducted the flag salute. part of M.T.A. Convention, this
Joseph Pietroski from the Senior t
and Mrs. Granville Turner.
Clarence deRochemont and Everett school was represented by Miss
Marguerite deRochemont as one of shorthand class and Robert Dol- |
Mr and Mrs Edson Wellman and Spear were projectionists.
the speakers. Her talk was on the ham from the office practice class
daughter Elsie and Mrs. Clara Tur
Driving Course which she has assisted Principal Blaisdell in the
ner and son Russell were visitors
At a recent meeting of the Out
Thursday in Augusta and Gardiner. ing Club, these officers were elect taught in this school for the past offlce this week.
• • • •
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. ed: President. Ritchie Linnell; three years. Rockland High is
There were 43 students at the
Alton Wellman were Mr. and Mrs. vice president, William Mack; sec still the first and only school in
Maynard Marriner of Middletown. retary. Arline Hill; treasurer, Alice the State to give this course which first meeting of the Stamp and r
Conn., and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Barton. Outings in which the (consists of at least 20 clock hours Scrapbook Club, supervised by Mrs. |
! of clas»-rocm instruction and Grafton, Thursday morning. Offl- j
Marriner of Searsmont.
members participate throughout
William Jackson and Owen Well the year include hay rides, steak j eight clock hours of road instruc- cers elected were: President. Vance
man were at home last weekend fries, skiing and skating, climbing , tion while at the wheel of an auto Norton; vice president. Barbara1
Show-stopping new personalities are just one of the many features in
Koster; secretary, Joan Hunt;
from Fryeburg where they have mountains, and hikes. Miss Lawry mobile.
treasurer, Dennis Trask. A com- ' "Down Argentine Way,” the 20th Centurv-Fox musical extravaganza in
Displayed
on
the
stage
was
work
employment.
and Mr. Whiting are chaperones.
Technicolor. Betty Grable. Don Ameche and torrid-voiced Carmen Mi
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and The group has recently enjoyed a done by her pupils: Notebooks il mittee of three was chosen to draw randa (shown with her band) head the cast of the new hit.
lustrated
with
original
drawings
up
the
constitution.
Priscilla
Clarke
1
family of Razorville were callers on steak fry at Sagamore Park.
The Ridge recently.
Ritchie Litmell, Carol Hall, and and clippings, some from The Norma Ramsdell, and William '
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OR GENERAL USE
Miss Ruby Hallowell recently Doris Weymouth have been chosen || Courier-Gazette, were made by Bracket!
• • • •
Marion
Rawley,
Barbara
Seaman.
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. as a committee for the next out
(limited time only)
,
Anna Staples. Grace Blethen. Ruth
It seems that Lois Nichols, fresh
Bernard Hallowell.
ing.—Arline HiU.
man,
who
commutes
from
her
Al|
Witham, Josephine Farrington, and
• • • •
Imprinted in Gold Letters
Doris Gatti; posters by Marie Win ford Lake Farm home in Hope is
Members
of
the
Girls'
Club
were
TENANT’S HARBOR
chenbaugh and Priscilla Brazier; developing a habit of living in ac
Your own name and address, school, or your
Mrs Everett Watts has returned their leader, Mrs. Fogg, Thursday and models of how to turn in a 3- cordance with sound economic I
place of business
home after two weeks’ stay in Bos guests of the N.Y.A. group and lane road by Ebba Kalloch, and of principles. She owns and cares for
night
at
the
Community
Building
ton. While there she was a patient
One lino of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
Ruby Elliot won a prize for best a gear shift made by George Ellis 300 Rhode Island Red chicks and
at the Corey Hill Hospital.
and Donald Borgerson.
150 hens, and has received cash
costume.
An
offer as sensational as this has been made
prizes as well as championships in
• • • •
possible
only through close co-operation with
her
interesting
work.
She
takes
ETIQUETTE DEMANDS
Not
all
"mice
play
while
the
The first quarterly exams will
full care of her poultry except cur
cats
away,"
for
during
the
vaca

one
of
America's largest manufacturers.
be
given
the
week
of
Nov.
12-15.
Qenuine £>ttqravd
• • • •
tion last week Richard Simmons ing school days, at which time she
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
A variety program by students piled up the winter's wood, Leland hires them cared for. Even with
The Coast Artillery boys at Fort McKinley are ex
SOCIAL
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.
from all classes of Senior High Willey gathered garden stuffs, and all this outside activity. Lois has
tremely anxious to have their local friends visit
time
for
her
school
work
and
the
made
a
belt
with
brass
studs,
Lil

will
be
presented
next
Tuesday
STATIONERY
them Sundays. These boys are lonely and would
morning at assembly. Ruth Sea lian Savage lined draperies for the socials.
A reputation lor nodal comctnnM
$ .70
Library, Ronald Packard caught 28
18 Pencils,
deeply appreciate callers.
bury,
Shirlene
McKinney,
Tom
ls not costly. You can stamp your
144 Pencils, $2.75
MEDITATIONS ON ALGEBRA
smelts,
Cecil
Elwell
sawed
wood,
Perry,
Vivian
Falla,
Charles
Sea

1.00
daily activities with the mark of
30 Pencils,
(For The Courier-Oazette J
Albert
Munro
drove
an
ice
truck,
man,
Dick
Stevens,
Mary
Anastasio
correctness by using GENUINE
FREE TRANSPORTATION
(Yellow only)

Book Review

\rv

The Community

Bowling
League

a

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

The Courier-Gazette
‘ offers the Biggest

PENCIL DEAL
on Record

VISIT OUR BOYS
ON SUNDAY AT
FORT McKINLEY

I'm on my way to Algebra.
I'm as sad as I can be
'Cause I can't. lor the life of me

ENGRAVED business cards and
Informals at this low price.

factor out

SO paneled informals

50 envelopes lo match
100 paneled visiting cards
FOR ONLY

2

65
INCLUDING

THE PLATE!

Doaona ol other engraved soda!

Postage Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
120Stf

X cube minus X square Z.
The teacher, (he's a patient man.
And gee, he has to be.)
Maybe he'll explain the second one—
Y square minus X cube B
Maybe I'll be a housewife.

What good will this do me?
Will I work all day ln the kitchen
Chanting A cube B minus C
Or maybe I'll work ln an offlce
And when the boss rings
Will 1 answer. "Just one second.
While I write A cube plus Z?"

Rockland.

M V M.

READ ALL THE NEWS
THEN HEAD ALL TH? ADS

60 Pencils,

Free Transportation is furnished by the Gov
ernment.

SUNDAY FREE TRANSPORTATION
Government boat leaves Government Wharf,
Portland, at
8.40 A. M. and 5.30 P. M.
arriving at Fort McKinley at 9.30 A. M. and G P. M.

CIVILIAN BOATS

1.75

(Assorted Colors)
Postage 12c

Postage 15c

In writing quality, length of use, and appear
ance, you’ll declare them the equal of pencils
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
gon shape rounded corners, Number 2 medium
soft black lead; best for general use.
Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.

Civilian boats leave Custom House Wharf at
10.00 A. M., 2.00 P. M and 5.00 P. M.
122*126

Mail your order today.

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN A Rebekah Head

Volunteer Workers
Are Needed By Red Cross
For Annual Member
ship Drive

Nov. 4 Lady Knox Chapter. DAR
meets with Miss Marlon Weidman.
Rockport.
Nov. 4 — Thomaston — Oen. Knox
Chapter D AR. meets at Mrs Mary
Overlock's
Nov. 5—Presidential Election
Nov. S—Owl s Head -Parent-Teach
er Assn meets at Ingraham Hill
School
Nov. 5. XTamden Puppet Show at
Opera House, benefit District Nursing
Ass'n.
Nov. 5—Warren—Yankee Trading
Post at Olover hall auspices Warren /
schools
Nov 5-7—Lewiston—Poultry show ln
armorv
Nov. 11—Armistice Dav.
Nov. 11—National Roll-Call of Red
Cross begins.
Nov. 12 — Rockport — Oarden Club
meets with Mrs Viola Spear
Nov. Id Warren—Entertainment by
Community Players at Town Hall;
benefit Finnish Relief.
Nov. 19—Thomaston—Third District
Council. American Legion Auxiliary
meets at Methodist vestry.
Nov. 21- Thanksgiving Day
Nov. 21—Camden Outing Club ban
quet at Masonic hall
Nov. 2S—Thanksgiving Day ln Maine
Dec
5-4—Rockland High School
senior class play '‘Foot-Loose."

Edward Baxter and Merton Saw
yer are on a hunting trip ln North
ern Maine.

The "'Well Baby" Clinic will be
held Monday afternoon from 2 to 4
o'clock at Community building, east
room.
The interior decorating of the
Congregational Church has been
completed, and the first service In
the newly painted auditorium will
be held tomorrow

The Pilgrim Fellowship, for young
single people of both sexes who are
beyond High School age. will hold
its first meeting of the season
Sunday evening at 8, in the Con
gregational vestry.
Tlie Lockheed monoplane of
Adriel U. Bird ot Rockland and
Boston will occupy the headlines
in the American Legion's annual
aerial round up of membership re
newals Nov. 9-10. The loan of the
big twin-motored ship ls greatly
appreciated by th2 Leg'on authori
ties.

Wlllkie voters wishing transpor
tation next Tuesday may contact
any of the Republican City Com
mittee. Earl Chaples, ward 1; Ar
thur Fish, ward 2; Cleveland Sleep
er. ward 3; Basil Stinson, ward 4;
Irven Curtis, ward 5; Harry Phil
lips, ward 6; Carl Nelson, ward 7.
All offers of cars will be greatly ap
preciated.
The Y.P.C.U. meeting will begin
at 6.30 tomorrow instead of the
usual time of 7. A nipper meeting
will be held with Dr. and Mrs.
Lowe furnishing the cocoa. The
nominating committee will present
their list of nominees plus ar.y ad
ditions from the union will be voted
upon. Junior YPCU. members
should note the change of time of
meeting which will begin at 5.30
Officers will be voted on in this
union. Helen Crockett in charge.

The flrst meeting of the Junior
Y.PiC.U. was held Sunday ln the
Universalist parlor with an atten
dance of 13, Devotional exercises
were led by Ruth Andrews and
Helen Crockett of the Senior
union, while Lucille Stanley, also
of the Senior union, acted as pian
ist. Dr. John Smith Lowe, min
ister of the Universalist Church,
and Douglas Cooper of the Senior
union, outlined briefly the work
and social activities being con
ducted by both Junior and Senior
YP.C.U. groups throughout Maine
and the United States. A social
get-together will be planned for
the near future. Plans and dis
cussions were already underway
Sunday to attend the three-day
State Convention to be held in
Pittsfield in the Spring. Much en
thusiasm and co-operation were
shown at this meeting and It is
hoped that many new members
may soon be added. This union
is open to all boys and girls from
Orades 5 to 8 inclusive, meetings
to start promptly each Sunday
night at 5.45. lasting one hcur.
Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Purs; Burdell's Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
In every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
School street, Rockland.
107-tf

DANCING
EVERY SATURDAY NITE

Dr. KcnnonGuest Speaker
Tells of Tenure Bill and
Country’s Welfare

The publicity chairman of the
The Congregational Woman’s
Kncx County American Red Cross, Association will meet in the church
has received an appeal from the parlors Wednesday afternoon Nov.
National Society for volunteer work- |
ers in the annual membership drive, 6 at 3 o'clock. Mrs. William Graves
or rcll-call .which begins Nov. 11, will lead the devotions. Sewlr.g for
and continues through the 30th. the Red Cross wll be provided
Already 600.000 workers throughout throughout the afternoon by the
the country have volunteered for
sewing chairman Mrs. Harris Cram.
service during the roll call. An ap
The guest speaker for the after
peal has been made for 1.000.000
noon. Capt. Keryn ap Rice will
workers.
This is the greatest peace-time speak on the Red Cross Roll Call
membership drive ever sought. With goon to be conducted throughout
Europe and Asia at war, and
America facing tremendous respon the entire country beginning Nov.
sibilities. there never before in peace 11th. Tea will be served by Mrs
time, has been a greater need for Maurice Lovejoy chairman assisted
the Red Cross. If the American by her committee Mrs. Clarence
Red Cross is to meet the mounting Mursey, Mrs. Jerome Burrows. Mrs.
obligations lt Is Imperative that the William Spear, and Miss Oharlotte
Mrs. Esther Moody, newly in Invitation to Join be extended to Buffum.
There will be a board meeting
stalled noble grand of Golden Rod every patriotx man and woman.
Rebekah Lodge, Appleton.
Already the Red Cross has wid at 2.30 for the express purpose of
—Photo by Helen W. Gushee. ened Its service ln connection with appointing a committee of three
the mobilization of a 4.000.000 man- from the Woman's Association to
The Sunshine Society will meet army, and ls giving the military and work with the Deacons and Trus
Monday with Mrs. Lena Merrill. naval welfare-service of the Red tees to fill the emergence caused
Tea will be served.
Cross its busiest year since the by the absence of Mr. Olds, if
World War. Individual chapters called for a years service.
The board consists of the fol
The Main street paving was laid have reported as high as 40% in
ln 1889—net 81 years ago as was crease in the number of welfare lowing members, Mrs. Horatio
indicated in a recent article in this problems they have handled for the Cowan. Mrs. Harriet Frost. Mrs.
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Joseph Emery. Mrs. Frederick
paper.
Bird, Mrs. Donald Cummings, Mrs.
Guard, and thelr families.
Every Red Cross Chapter is re Walter Anderson. Mrs. Harold
Rufus A. Hall and Hector G
Staples newly appointed deputy quired to render service to service Leach. Mrs. Harris Cram. Miss
collectors of Internal revenue, have and ex-service men and their fami Mabelle Spear. Miss Charlotte Buf
lies. The term “Home Service" is fum. Mrs. Ralph Smith, Mrs.
been receiving special training.
that applied to all service rendered Henry Bird, Mrs. Walter Barstow.
The gentle art of window wash by the Chapters in behalf of per Mrs. Eva Sleeper, Mrs. William
ing was being demonstrated all sons in all branches of the military Graves.
along the line yesterday, which and naval service and their fami
The board of registration has
happened to be the day after Hal lies, and for disabled ex-service per
sons and thelr families.
concluded its pubic sessions and
loween.
At the Methebesec Club meeting reports 148 new names added to
Because of the Presidential elec yesterday two women volunteered the city's voting list.
tion next Tuesday Superior Court to assist ln the Rockiand Roll Call
Members of the Arts and Crafts
will defer its opening until Wed for membership ln American Red
nesday, and all of the offices in Cross, Mrs. Dora Bird and Mrs. Society and others who have hand
made articles for exhibition, are in
the Coirt House will be closed.
I Ruth Ellingwood.
vited to take them to the What-Not
A blank post card was received at Shop for a "National Art Week" ex
Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary
Possibly hibit on Monday.
will have thelr annual Inspection this office yesterday.
of officers Wednesday with Major someone's confession as to who
Rockland Lodge. FAM., will work
and Mrs. Crummett and staff of marked the store windows on Hal
the third degree at the hall of Knox
Augusta inspecting. Supper will loween night.
Lodge ln South Thcmastcn ncx*
be served at 6.30.
Tuesday r.ight. R. W Louis A
Walker. DDG.M , will make his
Dean Runnals and Prof. Orwin
official inspection.
Rush of Colby College have re
leased the formal lists of the fra
The committee In charge of the
ternity and sorority pledges. Jose
benefit beano which is to be held in
phine Pitts. '44. daughter of Mr. and
Odd Fellows hall Friday night, Nov
Mrs. Everett Pitts of Russell avenue,
8, is working hard to make the party
Rockport, was pledged to the Chi
a success. Nice presents are ln store
Omega scrorlty.
for the winners, and a pleasant
evening for all who attend A rec
Rockland with 10 students at the
ord attendance Is anticipated.
University of Maine ls one of the
324 towns or communities In the
Dr. H. J. We;».ia*i who is also
State represented in the undergrad
one of the ccunty medical examin
uate enrollment on the campus, ac
ers, is the haooy occupant of his
cording to the report issued by i
new offlce on Liir.nock streetJames A. Gannett, registrar. There
probaoly one of the finest physi
are 1661 Maine students at the Uni
cian's offices hi eastern Maine
versity; last year there were 1627
beautifully flnLsh-u and with com
Maine students from 333 communi
plete modern equipment. The of
ties. There are 43 students from 12
fice '» In the ell of hi? new resi
communities ln Knox County listed
dence. but the latter will not be
at the University. The other locali-1
ready for occupancy until about
ties and tlie number of students
from each in Knox County are; Ap
pleton 2; Camden 8; Hope 1; North
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector of
You've wanted a suit like this
Haven 2; Owl's Head 1; Rockport
1; Thcmaston 3; Union 8 Vinalha
for a long time. But one store St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, has
returned from a month’s vacation
ven 3; Warren 3; and West Appledidn't have it and the other store trip extending as far West as
ton 1.
wanted $30 for anything like it. Watertown. Wis. He was accom
panied by Rev. William E. Berger
D. U. V. Beano at G. A. R. Hall,
Monday. 2.15 Turkey and chicken
Now here's that style you've of St. Thomas' Church. Camden,
and they attended sessions of the
dinners and free specials.—adv.
been trying to explain to the general conference of Episcopal
BORN
salesmen . . . here’s that pattern churches at Kansas City. Other
Spr.ir At Camden Community Ho«you’re daffy over at a price stops were made in Lansing. Mich..
it»l. Oct. 30. to Mr and Mrs Forrest
Missouri and New York City.
pear, a daughter—Carolyn Anne.
there's some sense to.
Nash At Moody'a Maternity Home
Oct. 25, to Mr and Mrs Lawrence
No man ever lost anything
Nash, a daughter Janice Lee.
That's the story of this Fall through investing in a stock known
MARRIED
clothing stock ... it has the sort to everyone as kindness . . . you
ca nbank on that.
Anderson-Clifford—At White Plains.
of suit that hasn't been in stock
N Y Sept 21. John A Anderson of
Rockland and Loretta M Clifford of
outside of your imagination.
White Plains. N Y By Rev Fr Philip

President Joseph E. Blaisdell
all, and this Sunday Rev. Estelle presided over yesterday’s meeting
! Crutcher will give a special talk ‘o of the Rotary Club and the guest
the children. The bus will meet speaker was the executive secretary
Science of Jurisprudence
all those who wish to go to Sun of the Maine Teachers' Asso
Did you ever visit a law library
day school at the Community ciation. Dr. Richard B. Kennon.
and see the great shelves of
Building corner. Morning worship Visiting Rotarians were Dr. Lin
books in the stacks, all looking
is at 11 a. m. with special music wood T Rogers (formerly of Rock
so much alike, bound in the tra
Mrs. Crutcher who has been speak land i president of the Fort Fairditional calf skins which some
ing at the church since W?dnes-; field Rotary Club; Robert Jamie
how appeal to lawyers? Oo up ; day will preach in this service. At son ar.d Frank E. Morrow of Cam
some day to the Court House
6.39 the N Y PS. will meet with den ar.d Asbury Pitman and Ar
and see the rows upon rows of
the president in charge. A special thur L. Wright of Belfast.
Mains reports ar.d those of all
program ls arranged for this serDr. Kennon discussed briefly the
the other States; the United I vice. Then at 7.30 will be the "tenure blU" which the State
States, reports and the English I closing service of this campaign. Teachers Association is sponsor
cases.
It seems bewildering
A trio, composed of Mrs. Munro, ing. It offers protection to the
these Innumerable decisions that j Olive Bragg and Mrs. Lee will sing. teacher who is discharged for tri
have the force of law, thousands ! Rev. Crutcher will bring the mes vial or prejudicial causes. Under
of them. Yet In the hands of
sage. All are invited to attend the proposed bill then tenure of
a competent attorney, these dry
these services. On Monday night office would be their manifestation
as dust volumes turn Into living j will be the regular monthly church of the ability to fill lt.
things that have affected all.
board meeting at the pastor's home.
Devotion to the country's wel
Not long ago, I went with Hon. | Wednesday evening will be the fare was the chief subject of Dr.
George C. Wing. Jr.. Into the j prayer service, and on Thursday Kennon's fine address. That is
Androscoggin library. He took
evening the Womens' Missionary what the public school stands for
down a book; it was not large,
Society will meet at the parsonage. and what lt will continue to stress.
but lt contained the very flrst
• • • •
Tlie four-point program which the
cases to come before the United
At the Universalist Church, 10.45. speaker stressed included Ameri
States Supreme Court. It was
lt will be Rally Day. Dr. Lowe will canism. Morals, Vocational Outd
nearly two years before that
preach on "Childhood and Youth in ance and Health and Physical Edu
great tribunal got organized.
America.” As a feature of the cation.
Not much business came before . observance of Rally Day, memWith regard to the vocational
it at first.
I bers of the church school will at- standpoint the speaker cited the
Personally I have always been
. tend the service and take a part in financial and offered by the Fed
thankful that I read law for ' the program. Miss Lotte Mc- eral Government under which 92,three years—even though I was ' Laughlin, soprano soloist, will sing 000 pupils have already been en
never admitted to practice—It
The
one number.
Small children rolled and many placed.
helped me all my life in the
cared for in the kindergarten de health and physical part of the
numerous executive positions
partment during the service of program would tie In with the pro
that called me. Mr. Wing and
worship. The usual session of tlie gram for preparedness. The dic
I have read cates in which we
Church School ls excused. Junior tator nations have trained their
had interest.
Y.P.CJU. meets at 530 for boys young men to be physically fit,
He ls a thoroughly sound law 1 and girls of Junior High School and this has been one of the sound
yer, brought up in an era that
age. Senior Y. P C. U. meetlqg reasons for thelr success.
had respect for the Constitu
with victory supper ln the ve^y
tional. Statute and Common
NEED IN ENGLAND
at 6.30 p. m.
law. before the advent of this so
• • • •
There is grat need ln England for
called Administrative law which
At the Congregational Church knitted woolen gloves.
If any
means rulings of countless 1 the unified service of public wor reader of The Courier-Oazette
bureaus of alphebetical nomen
ship and church school is at 10 30 would be willing to knit gloves,
clature. Napolean made a code j This will be the first service in the men's cr /women’s sizes, will she
of laws even now binding in what
redecorated church auditorium, kindly leave her name at The Cou
ls left of France, but it took
and will be a service of rc-dedica- rier-Gazette offlce. or write to Mrs.
Moses to compress all law Into
tlon. The sermon by Rev. Corwin E R Maxwell. R.F.D Tenant's Har
10 commandments which under
H. Olds will be on the theme, "The bor. Mrs. Maxwell has the British
lie our legal system.
Guide to Ood.” This will also be yarn required and will furnish the
Christ.
however.
reduced
Communion Sunday, with the yarn to any knitter of gloves.
them to two. Thou shalt love
Lord's Supper being shared after
they Lord thy God, with all thy
the sermon. Comrades of the Way MBS. ADDIE M. KING
heart, and with all thy soul,
will meet in the vestry at 630 p.
Mrs. Addie M. King, widow of
and with all thy mind" and
m.. and the discussion on Christian Justice Amo W King, died Oet.
“Thou shalt love thy neighbor
.Life topics will be "The Use cf To 30 after a short illness at the
as thyself." “On these two com
bacco." The Pilgrim Fellowship home of her daughter and son-inmandments har.g all the law" | will meet ln the church parlir
law, Mr. and Mrs G A. Lawrence.
He told us truly.
Sunday evening at 8. and an inShe was born July 18. 1857 ln
—William A. Holman
1 terestlng program will be pre East Eddington,
daughter of
sented.
George and Charlotte Parsons.
• • • •
Rev. H. I. Holt will be the speak
She is survived by her daughter,
er at Pratt Memorial Methodist
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap Mrs. O. A. Lawrence with whom
Church tomorrow morning at 10.30 tist Church, the pastor. Rev. C. A she had made her home since the
in the absence of the pastor. He Marstaller, will use as his topic for death of her husband in 1918; her
will also present the sermon at 7 the service at 10.30. “Lock and Live.” daughter, Mrs. B. E. Moore of
p. m. Men’s Bible Class meets at with special music by the double Champaign. Ill., and son, Robert
930 a. m.; Baraca Class and quartet. Sunday 8chool follows at P. King of Bar Harbor. Also sur
church school at noon and Ep 11.45 with classes for all ages Miss viving are nine grandchilden and
Miriam Dorman will lead the young six great-grandchildren.
worth League at 6 o'clock.
• ♦ • •
people's meeting at 6 o'clock. “What
Funeral services were held at
Next" will be the topic of the ser the home of G. A. Lawrence ln
"What The Cross Is" will be the
mon for the evening service at 7 30. Rockport Friday morning. Rev.
subject of the communion medita
The Ladies Aid will hold theh Corwin H. Olds officiating, and
tion at the First Baptist Church
monthly supper In the vestry Wed committal services were conducted
at 10.30. Mrs. Ary' Duller of Bel
nesday evening at 6 30. with a tack at the Woodbine cemetery in Ells
fast, an accomplished musician will
ing in the afternoon and evening.
worth.
play the organ. The ladles trio will
• • • •
Outstanding in character, intelli
sing. The church school with or
At St. Peter's Church <Episcopal)* gence wit and charm. Mrs. King
ganized departments for all ages Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the
will meet at noon. The Endeav- services for tomorrow will be ap endeared’ herself to all and was
crer’s Inspiration Hour will be propriate for the 24th Sunday after affectionately known as "Gram
under the direction of Virginia Trinity; Matins at 7.10; Holy Com King" not only by her family but
Egan. The meeting will open at munion 730; Church school at 9 30; by all friends, young and old alike.
6 o'clock and the subject will be: Holy Eucharist and sermon at
State Administrator Fitzgerald of
"Daily Witnessing”. The people's 10.30; Vespers at 7.30.
*ne Maine WPA was in the city
evening service will open at 7.15
• ♦ • •
yesterday and leeched the signa
with the prelude and big sing as
"Everlasting Punishment" is the
sisted by the instruments and subject of the Lesson-Sermon that ture ol Mayor Favaid R. Veazie
choir. Mr. MacDonald will begin will be read in all Churches of to a mcmora.'ii’.m ci agreement
a series of two sermons on the Christ. Scientist, throughout the whiih practically ensures to Rocktheme: "The Bible and Britain'*. world Nov. 3. The Oolden Text is: laid the advantages cf the Fed
Place in the Great Plan of Ood ” "Righteousness kcepeth him that Is eral Surplus Ccu-modities Stamp
This evening’s sermon will deal upright ln the way: but wickedness ('la.-. Rockland wil. prccably be
with the British-Israel Theory.
overthroweth the sinner." <Proverbs designated as a “stamp plan" lo• • • •
13:6i. The citations from the Bible <a'.i v ln a very brief time.
Bible School at 10 a. m. will open Include the following passages; "Say
the services Sunday at the Moun to the righteous, that it shall be Uie wicked, it shall be 111 with him:
tain View road, Church of the well with him; for they shall eat for the reward of his hands shall be
Nazarene. There are classes for the fruit of their doings. Woe unto given him.'' (Isaiah 3:10-11).

And here it is...

right in your lap

§

Nolan
Stone-ljdd At Vlnalhaven. Oct. 12.
Everett R Stone of North Haven and
Miss Madeline Ladd of Rockland —By
Rev Kenneth Cook

DIED
Weston At East Lynn. Mass . Oct.
31, Clara B . wife of Frank W Weston,
aged 88 years. Funeral Saturday at
2 39 o'clock from Flanders funeral
residence. Waldoboro. Interment ln
Bremen.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to exprew my ilncere thanks
to the patrons of the Post Office for
thelr kind remembrances, the beau
tiful picture, vase of lovely flowers
and many cards I shall always re
gard them as my most treasured pos
sessions.
Lottie H Ewell
Rockville.
*
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks
for the kindness and sympathy shown
to me ln my recent bereavement by
Mrs Minnie Williams. Mrs Emma
Stamp, Mrs Ethel Borgerson. Mrs
Edith Candage Mrs Lotta Crowley,
also Dr. Frohock and those who sent
the beautiful flowers.
S. O. Hurd
South Thomaston.

wish to thank the following
friends who gave us the housewarm
ing and the purse of money Wednes
day night: Mr and Mrs. Jack Maki,
Mr and Mrs Alex Neonen. Annie Kyllonen and family. Mr and Mrs Oeorge
Martin. Mr and Mrs Joe Ohtonen.
Mr and Mrs. Anttl Brusl. Mr and
Mrs Matt Telrlla. Mr and Mrs. Htlklnen. William King. Morris Borneman.
Mr and Mrs. Victor Ellison. Herman
Hendrickson and family. Mr and Mrs
Toivo Hendrickson. E Plkkarlnen. Mr
and Mrs Oscar Ellison. Mr and Mrs
Alex Hill. Matilda and Austin Wuori,
Rev and Mrs. Ralta. Mr and Mrs.
Matt Anderson. Mr. and Mrs John
Mattson. Mr and Mrs Walter Ander
son. Mr and Mrs Matt Ssarl. Mr and
Mrs Alfred Wuori. Mr and Mrs Frank
Johnson. Mrs. Mary Sutlnen. Mr and
Mrs. Ira Perry. Mr Rnd Mrs. David
Hill, 6r Mr and Mrs David Hill. Jr .
Mr and Mrs H Walsanen
Emil
Ruuska. Hazel Oray. Jaako Aalto. H
Lampinen. Mr and Mrs Arnold Lane.
Mr and Mrs Wilho Elgland. Mr. and
Mrs WUliam J. Anderson Mr and
Mrs Onnl Korpl. Hilma Katalnen.
Mrs. Salma Autio. Howard Martin. Ed
win Kaura. Mr and Mrs. Andrew
Juura. Oscar Hill. Rev Samuel Nevala.
Mr and Mrs. Richard Maki. Matt
Elgland. Mr und Mrs Uno I.alho We
also thank Mrs Alfred Wurol for
planning the house wanning
Mr and Mrs. Walter Williamson
We

GLEN COVE
Music By

HAL'S RHYTHMAIRES
Admission 35c and 15c, plu-, tax
117Stf

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tf

The Rotary Club

Unlucky? No

A Busy Afternoon Planned
For Women Workers of
Congregational Church

CARD OF THANKS

At

To Meet Wednesday

Anglo-Craft

FALL SUIT SPECIALS
$25.00
Cavalry Twill Cravenetled

DANCE
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
Every Monday Night

SERMONETTE

Alan Grossman, local attorney,
was drawn 13th in the Fish Bowl
Lottery at Washington, but would
be exempt for family reasons.

Kaitenborn Coming

H. V. Kaitenborn. famous news !
commentator comes to Bath Friday ,
night. Nov: 8. for the Bath Lions
Club. "Kaitenborn Edits the News"
is known over the world and it will :
be a most unusual event for this
section of the State to be able to ,
hear and see this internationally!
known news commentator. Mr. Kai- I
tenborn has been on the radio for 18
years and hts reporting of the war ,
iftuation for the past year and a j
half has been one of the outstand
ing news reporting Jebs of all time. I
All those who have heard him in |
person regard him highly as a
speaker and a very vivid analyist
of news. He is the first man to ac
tually report a battle in progress
while at tlie scene cf action. It
■was he who reported from beneath
a haystack the battle between the
Rebels and Royalists in the Span
ish Civil War and the gun shots
were heard around the world from ,
his microphone which he carried
into this haystack.
Mr. Kaitenborn will be inter
viewed over WCSH. Nov 8 frem 8.15
a. m. to 8.30 a. m. He will then go
to make a trip through the Bath 1
Iren Works now engaged in the
great naval defense program. He I
will be a guest at noon at a small !
luncheon of Bath Iron Works offl- i
cials and will speak in Bath in the
evening at 8 Mr. Kaitenborn is
now heard five times weekly on the
radio from NBC New York on a
world-wide hook-up

Jack Dodge, formerly of Rock
land, now a 2d. Lieutenant in the
U.‘S. Army Air Corps Reserve is
now employed as an Army flightinstructor in cr.e of the largest
Army Training schools in the
South. Since he started on this
work three months ago, he has
been promoted to an assistantflight commander.
"We often
speak
Maine and miss all our
friends there,” writes Mrs. Dodge,
who resides at 223 Residence ave
nue, Albany. Georgia.

BUD CLARK and ORCHESTRA
Next week, while they last, wc
Dance 830 to 1230
are closing out one lot of dresses
Admission 30c, including tax
at $2 each. Alfreda Perry, 7 Lime117'ltStf rock street.

TOP COATS
Tan or Green

$20.00, $25.00
Be sure you lake a SNUGGIE
with you for the football game

Saturday. It will keep you warm
and comfortable—

$6.95

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294

416 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND. ME.

All DAV SUNDAY
CHICKEN AND TURKEY SHOOT
Featuring CHICKENS, TURKEYS and GEESE
Hunting Rifles and Shot Guns

Location: Crie’s Trap Shooting Field
Top of Rower House Hill
Route 1, Between Rockland and Camden

TIIE HIGHEST FORM

• ••

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. G62
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

Go To Boston Over Armistice Day
SEE—

Only $5.00
Round Trip From

ROCKLAND
In Coaches

Sponsored by the Eastern Division Rifle Club

131-132

Ambulance Service

HERE’S A GOOD TIME!!

OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
is exemplified in the memorials
carved here from rugged granite
and beautifully-marked marble.
Regardless of which type of
ttone you prefer, you can ba
sure that it will be flawless in
every detail and sculptured to
perfection. All monuments are
correctly designed in the mod
ern mode.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
lllStf

Children under 12. Half Fare

B. C. B. U. Football Game
The Rodeo at Boston Garden
Hit Shows at the Theatres
Armistice Day Parade
Visit Friends

An Excursion Priced So Cheaply
You Can’t Afford to MISS It
GO on any Train (except of course Ihe
Streamlined Flying Yankee) SATUR
DAY, SUNDAY, or MONDAY, Novem
ber 9, 10 or 11.

RETURN any train (Flying Yankee
included) on or before TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 12.

YES—These tickets are good in air-conditioned coaches on the Kennebec Limited
Pine Tree Limited; The Gull and other trains.

PLAN NOW TO GO
Only $4.45 Round Trip From Bath.
Only $4.95 Round Trip From Newcastle.
Only $5.20 Round Trip From Augusta.

MAINE CENTRAL
RAILROAD
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Every-Other-DaV

were ln the Halloween colors.
Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary
of Rockland will hold their an
nual Inspection of officers Wed- j
President’s Son Gets
W. R. Walter and Family
nesday.
Scathing Letter On His
ALENA L. STARRETT
MRS. LOUISE MULER
Spend Them On the Road
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett returned
Correspondent
Ccrrespondenfc
Air Corps Captaincy
and Amony Relatives
Tuesday from Waldoboro, where
ftftftft
! The day dawned bright last ThflrsEVER AGE alcohol can be classed
she had been employed as nurse IV as a stimulant only in such fields
Miss Alice Larkin of 1158 Fifth
Tel. 49
Tel. 27
day morn.
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph as juvenile and adult crime, high, avenue. New York, writes;
With balmy air. no sign of storm,
Stevens. Mr. Stevens having been way deaths, divorces, social disease,
And the ear we did equip
"In looking over your editorials
The Woman's Club will meet With itas and oil for a pleasure trip
Polls will be open Tuesday from m with pneumonia, and now conand poverty.
in the Oct. 17th issue, I notice that
other states where live some kin 10 a. m., to 7 p. ni
Monday afternoon of next week To
valescing.
Bought in New York This Week
Who always gladly take us ln.
Science and medicine both have you commended Elliot Roosevelt
Instead of the usual meeting day
George E. Gray, grand prelate | Planned by Mrs. Alfred Wuori of come out with the statement, which
The party consisted of the writer
because he made the gesture of
due to the Presidential election.
and his other half. Clarissa. Eliza of the Grand Lodge of Ma ne, K P.,( Waldoboro, a group of 150 neigh upsets the belief of so many drink resigning as Captain of the Air
Mrs. Ellen Weiblen and Mrs. Ina
asslstec wiih the conferring of the ; bors. and friends from Waldoboro ers, that alcohol does not stimu Corps. I cannot understand why."
Smith of Cooper’s Mills attended beth and Conrad Miller with hls pal. third ra.i.t on a class of candidates Friendship, Thomaston. St George, late the human body.
In furtherance of her failure to
tiie Woman's Club luncheon and Roger Shuman, the three Millers a Cam,len Lodge Monday night and Cushing gathered for a house
In fact, beverage alcohol is clas understand Miss Larkin sends the
meeting Wednesday.
being grandchildren of the writer. ar.d also Tuesday a’. Lincoln Lodge, wanning Wednesday night at the sified as an "important and widely following clipping from the Herald
Tiie start was made at 9 30 with with the conferring of second rank new home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter used poison” which acts on the hu Tribue—a letter written by George
Mr. and Mrs. William Flint visi
Ccnrad at the wheel, headed for tn a class of candidates.
Williamson formerly the Charles man body like "a narcotic, paralyz E. Sokolsky to Captain Elliot
ted Sunday in Portland.
Waldcboro
village
(sometimes
called
Mrs.
Dana
Smith
Sr..
Mrs.
Rob

Helin place, on the western side ing control and restraint,” by Dr. Roosevelt:
Those who attended the Eastern
the
"Hub")
where
first
our
patience
ert
Walker,
Mrs.
Nellie
Orbeton,
of
North Pond, which they pur Robert V. Seliger. instructor in psy
"I see by the newspapers that you
Star School of Instruction ln Wis
chiatry at Johns Hopkins University
casset Wednesday were: Mrs. Aus was taxed, waiting for Conrad to; and Miss Eda St. Clair attended chased recently, and to which they Medical School, ln a detailed study expressed some regrets that you ac
tin Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Hamlin get a hair cut, as he wished to look ' the annual meeting of the Past have moved from South Waldoboro. published in Union Signal, magazine cepted the captaincy.
You are
quoted as saying;
Schofield. Mrs. Ralph Pollard, Mrs. hls best, and thought no barber at Matron and Patrons Association of j In behalf of the group. Rev. Samuel of National W. C. T. U.
the
destination
aimed
to
reach
j
Knox
County,
held
Wednesday
Nevala
of
Thomaston,
presented
to
'I volunteered for any job and
Wendell Blanchard, Mr. and Mrs.
Declaring that "many alcoholics
Crosby Waite, Mrs. Audrey Mack, could primp him up like his home j night at Seaside Chapter. Camden Mr and Mrs Williamson a purse of are past correction but certain pa they commissioned me a captain
tonsorial artist. B. G. Miller. HowThe Pilgrim Club will meet1 money. Emil Ruuska of St. George
in the Air Corps. Instead of do
Miss Addie Feyler, Mrs. Lila Love
ever, impatience was soon replaced ' Monday night with Miss Dorothy , spoke briefly in Finnish, and Mrs. tients can be helped and guided to ing something good, as I thought.
joy and Mrs. Willis Crowell.
by gladness as we bowled along,' off in Waldoboro.
Alex Raita of Friendship gave a the goal of total abstinence, Dr. SelI found I had committed a hor
iger said:
Mrs. Stanley Lenfest is a pa
feeling safe with the expert driving I The Pilgrim Club members en- vocal solo.
“The real treatment of alcoholics rible political error.
tient in Maine Oeneral Hospital, of our 16-year-old chauffeur. So | joyed a Halloween party Monday
- - _________ .__ _ ______
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Helin have is embodied in society's attitude to
"I had done one more thing to
Portland.
will) no mishap, or much change ln night at the home of Miss Verna moved to the Clarence Coffin place ward drinking. Persistent and con convince father that I always put
Sport and Dress Styles
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen scenery, except the leaves seemed Robinson with 12 members pres ln East Waldoboro.
stant
education
of
the
effect
of
alco

my
foot
In
my
mouth.
But
I
must
baugh. Mrs. Hamlin Scofield, Mrs. to be less crips as we neared the ent. Much fun was enjoyed with
hol on the individual and society is live with my conscience."
Wendell Blanchard and Mrs. Lila Massachusetts boundary, and said Halloween stunts and games, and Miss Alice R. Walter
indicated—with a teaching to par
I am so happy that you have a
Lovejoy attended Inspection of the to be about two weeks' later in refreshments were served
All Wanted Colors
Funeral services for Miss Alice ents that a 'practice-what-you- conscience. And I am glad that
Miss
Eastern Star Chapter ln Bath Fri changing color.
Etta Stan-ett was admitted to R. Walter, 75, who died suddenly preach* attitude is of utmost im you have to live with it. That
day night.
The welcome received on arriving membership.
Tuesday night at the home of Mr. portance.
must be very unusual In your en
Sizes for Women and Misses
Miss Anne Wood who ls located at Melrose from our whilom friends.
Supt. and Mrs Frank D. Rowe and Mrs. Alvah Simmons, with
“Total abstinence is the goal of vironment. although with most
in Waterville has been recent guest Rev. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggin and Miss Villa Hayden, of the whom she was to spend the Win all treatment . . .
folks it is not extraordinary. Most
seemed unusually warm. Mr. and State Department of Education. ter. were held Friday afternoon at
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer.
“Alcohol is consumed mainly for of us have to live with all sorts
Parent Teacher Association meets Mrs. Wiggin are both natives of returned home Friday from a busl- I the Sitnmons Funeral Home, with its narcotizing effects on the brain of hard things, like our consciences,
J Rev. L. Clark French officiating. . . . The depressant effect on the our senses of honor, the Ten Com
Thursday at West Waldoboro Maine. Mr. Wiggin obtained his ness trip to Matinicus Island.
license to preach in a Quarterly
Miss Mary Hilt of East Union , Burial was In Pleasantville oeme- brain is the cause of the too numer mandments, the Constitution, the
Chapel.
Conference held in tills little Meth
ous automobile accidents of the
law. our wives and even our rela
Mrs. Norman Leavitt and son odist Church at North Waldoboro. was guest Wednesday of Mrs tery .
present time . . . Both in its imme
Laura
Starrett.
j
Miss
Walter,
who
was
seriously
tives. But some people manage to
are visiting her parents ln Man He served several charges ln the
The Help One Another Circle of ' 111 last Winter with pneumonia, diate and chronic manifestations, al push the hard things of life aside
chester, N. H.
then East Maine Conference, fol- Kings Daughters will meet Monday had recovered to the extent tliat cohol is the most dangerous poison
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The First Baptist Church will ! Thursday night we were taken in Merrill p^e jt was voted to meet and her witty remarks at various prove stronger than he is, so he asks
f* rn.sned. State size, living possibili
lhe government to remove the
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noon; Young People's meeting at approximately 250 feasted on the
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father.
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2
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brothers
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GERTRUDE STUDLEY
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Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Vannah Pearl Carroll of North Waldoboro.: Kittery. Maine. This enjoyable and will be presented by the local
horns once for 'Amen,' twice
SIX-room house and garage for sale
FIVE-ROOM apartment and bath
And there's another point, El
have returned from Holland Mich., now employed ln this fine wayside refreshing visit is the last of a schools Tuesday at Giover ha.l. Di- for ,Hajjeiujab- ••
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Vannah's sister, Mrs. Albert Goetz were somewhere near. After melt- relatives, and there ls nothing in j Willis Vinai supervisor of music in
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with the government. It may ail unfurnished, to let at once, location.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach, daugh ing the ice cream the boys were lo- | the archives of memory that harks \ the schools, and her assistant is
D&H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
Olen St. Apply R P. CONANT 414
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J mores, Lois Bazemore and Joan Meadow (so called); thence North years or so, I know that they felt Weymouth, Mass., were callers here
dren of Friendship are visiting her nor and her friends, the Herricks,
67’ west three hundred and twenty
Ladle*- Reliable hair goods at Rock
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Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald
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the power of pen.
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this a happy occasion were Mrs.
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ago when Mr. Sweeney came to
as aforesaid”
WORK WONDER8
129-6-im with Miss Sadie Davis.
North Waldoboro in the employ of
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Every-Other-DaV

same old story. The P M. was still
SEARSMONT
TENANT’S HARBOR
serving them up as big os balloons
Mi', and Mrs. Maynard Cushman,
Miss Helen Gilchrest is ill at her
and Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Ryan and
home on the Port Clyde road, and
and at the same time was a wild as
family have returned from a visit
is being cared for by Mrs. Margaret
And Gives a Composite
a hawk, so all the Ganders had to
with relatives in East Brookfield
Thompson,
Report ot a Hectic Vinal do was to wait him out and let him
and Auburn, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Davis of
haven Bowling Match
lose his own game. Gene Hall got
Redstone, N. H. are at their home
Rev. Cyprian H. Bryant
caught flat-footed off home plate
at The Creek.
Rev. Cyprian H. Bryant, the be
Editor of The Courier-Gazette —
(he never got to first base) after
Miss Delia Bickmore who went
loved pastor of the Methodist
Hearing that your regular corre-, he ^a(j butted his head against the
to Boston for the Winter with her
Church died at his heme Oct. 23,
spondent cn the bowling matches wall in sheer disgust, and then was
employer Mrs. Venner of Thomas
after a lingering lllness.
at the Cascade Alleys has gone into nut out of the game for calling
ton, was obliged to return to the
Rev. Mr. Bryant was born in Bris
involuntary retirement until such Cap’n Grimes a thief and robber,
home of her sister, Mrs. Etta Wall
tol, April 9. 1865, son of John and
time in the .future (very remote fu- when Der Captain got a dipsy doodle
because of Miss Blckmore’s illness.
Margaret (Erskine) Bryant. His
ture) that the Skippers win an tn-' spare. Only a home run by Cap’n
youth was spent in his native town.
A marriage took place at the par
gagement, it seems a most opoor- Skip in the last frame saved the
He attended the schools of Bristol
sonage
last
Saturday
at
6.30
o'clock,
tune time to take up the story where Skippers from a shutout,
and Comers Business College in
the contracting parties being Ken
those old masters ‘’Link" Sanborn
While this was going on our side
Boston.
neth Coleman of Ellsworth and Miss
and "Cap’n” Grimes left off. so after waa doing some splendid fielding
He was married to Miss Catherine
Clarice Spurling of Cranberry Isles.
reading their stories' cf how the and batting, Cap’n Grimes again
Hutchins, also of Bristol, in 1890.
The officiating clergyman was Rev.
matches looked to them I herewith coming through with a three-bagger
Rev. and Mrs. Bryant had two chil
Byrd Springer, former pastor of the
present a version a la Goose
and a two-timer while he was still
dren, Charles, who died in Infancy,
Pranklin Church which the young
I must take time out to ask your single. Sanborn, Shields and yours
and Cyprian, who died eight years
couple attend. The double ring
pardon and that of the gentle reader truly all bunched their hits for 92
ago.
ceremony was performed, and soon
if ln my efforts to report a bowling apiece while Scotty Littlefield stele
When a young man Mr. Bryant
after they left on an auto trip—des
match some other form of sport may a third string on Gene Hall. All in
pursued the Course of Study of the
tination unknown.
enter into my writing or ether all it was one of the worst exhi
East Maine Conference, in erder to
Church services will be conduct
sporting terms and expressions bitions ever given by the Skippers
prepare himself for the Christian
ed Sunday at 10.30 and 7. At the
creep into my thoughts for there is and after the match all kinds of
Ministry. He was admitted to that
morning
service
'
the
pastor
will
much going on in the sport worl ’ ■ rumors w ere rife as to deals and
conference on trial in 1901, and
speak
on
the
subject
"The
Essential
these days and I do have to work at trades. One was to the effect that
was received into full membership
Characteristics of a Christian.” The
my business some of the time so I Cap’n Grimes had offered Scotty
in 1903. He served as pastor of these
C op i' igh' *940
subject of the e^ning service will
simply cannot take everything in Littlefield or Gene Hall and $10,000
charges: Northport, Edmunds and
A TN A LIS I
be "Sin and its Remedy." 8pecial
ln»v><j«< e ( omponf
and digest it as I should. And al) cash, and another that Cap’n Skip
Marion. Penobscot. Searsmont. Lin
music at both services will be fur
hands will vouch that my digestion Arey was to be sold down the river
colnville
Center and Montville, Lin
nished by the Adult and Young
and new management was to take
is still rated Al.
coln, Greenville Junction, Shlrlej’
People's choirs. At 11.30 the Sun
Wait
on
the
curb
at
intersections
for
traffic
lo
pass
It seems that the Skippers and over.
and Rockwood, Newport and East
day School meets. The church
the Ganders met in a regularly
But whatever happens, I’d like to
Newport.
meets Wednesday for an hour of
Mr. and Mrs. Berton Lawry of Vinalhaven
scheduled match Monday night at bet a lot of money that the Skip
One of his outstanding abilities
happy fellowship in praise and i
the Cascade Alleys, and after squar pers will be back with both feet
A group of friends and relatives. Those present were Mrs. Richard prayer. The young people's Chris- |
as a pastor was that of leading his
ing off for the benefit of the mov under the table and their chins gathered Saturday night at the Young, Mrs' c'5de Ames. Mrs- tian Endeavor meets at the church j
parishioners ln improving their
ing picture people they boxed three stuck out again and take It on the
church properly. Under his lead
Hanely Dyer and daughter, Doris, each Friday night at 7.
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Berton
Lawry
fast rounds, in which the Ganders spot mentioned, next Tuesday night.
Mrs. Donald McLaughlin. Mrs.
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston; ership at Northport the attractive
showed their superiority in every As a bunch of fine sportsmen they of Vinalhaven. honoring their 40tn Oscar Lawry, Alfred Lawry, Mrs
WTAG.
Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart chapel at Brown's Corner was built,
while during his pastorates at
round and left the Skippers groggy rate very high with me. I greatly wedding anniversary. One of the Hollis Arey, Kenneth Arey, Walter OWL’S HEAD
A special meeting of the Farm ford; WEAN. Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
and reeling under barrage of spares admire their fortitude, while con most pleasing features of the eve Grey, Herbert Lawry, Mr and Mrs.
8earsmont, Lincoln and Newport
extensive repairs and improvements
and strikes that had them down for demning their lack of Judgment. In ning was the music furnished by George Lawry, Mrs. Quincy Lawry. Bureau will be held Tuesday at 2
Ruth Cameron had such a very mental significance to New Eng upon the church edliices were made.
the count of from 9 to 19 time and my opinion the Ganders now occuoy friends Sandwiches, cake and cof Mrs. Mary E. Holbrook, Mr. and o'clock at Mrs Albert MacPhail's
the same position in bowling circles fee were served, Mrs. Lawry cut Mrs. Herman Holbrook and son, for members keeping home ac good suggestion In last weeks landers who live on or near Route Also, while he served as pastor at
again.
The Ganders started right in at that the Yankees held ln baseball ting the wedding cake. The couple Kenneth, Bradford Bray, Minal counts. The regular meeting will Traveler that we have to repeat it 1 which stretches all the way from Greenville Junction, a considerable
_ , ,
„
«... sum of money was raised to be
received several fine gifts, among Allen and Mr. Wahlman. Several be held Nov. 6. in the Community,
the beginning of the first quarter three years ago.
Library. Those who wlll not be j In case you missed her column
\^lneT ?kr°u^“a^chu*
spent subsequent to hls pastorate In
to make big gains and with Cap'n
Trusting I have made it perfectly them a 53-piece set of dinnerware others were unable to attend.
present for dinner are asked to, that night. Suppose. . . Just sup- se se
• *
n
Grimes carrying the ball, and with clear as to what happened over here
cut down to New York City. It’s improvements upon the church
notify Mrs. Blanch Mann.
! pose . . . you bought and paid for "Po9t Road Pudding” and was dug property there.
Other leading
splendid blocking by Link Sanborn last Monday evening, I remain,
Parent-Teacher Association meets
ROCKVILLE
traits of this good man were his sin
and tackling by Charley Shields,
Sportingly yours.
and
wrapped
up
two
presents
each
up
by
.Peter
Grieg
who
says
it
’
s
a
while Scctty Littlefield held Gene
If at various times this week a at 7.30 Tuesday at Ingraham Hill week from now until Christmas variation of the famous old Eng- cerity ln both pulpit and pastoral
Leon "Goose’ Arey.
relations with his people, and hls
man was seen carrying a spade and ] School. Dr. Philip Woods and Miss
Hall, and I passed the buck, we
The score
of TiPsy Cake or Trifle friendly, kindly and sympathetic
A««A
Eight weeks to go. 16 presents !
piled up 494 yards to our opponents’ Ganders
a post no questions were required— Jessie Sutherland of the State Bu
.
..
..
ar.d
doubtless
brought
to
these
MRS OSCAR C. LANS
by
manner, not only toward the mem
these mail boxes had to be up ler reau of Health will be present. This ready that were bought with time
442. not counting a few extra we Sanbdrn
........... 107 95 92—294
Correspondent
Nov. 1. And new all along Route 17 I is the last meeting before the den to consider their suitability and ln Anyway It still tastes very good in bers of his churches, but also toward
made on a fake kick back
Orlmes ..... .......... 96 77 99—272
all hls parishioners. These traits,
through the village bright .shiny, | tal clinic and all parents and teach the comparative peace and quiet 1940
When the referee blew his whistle Littlefield
90 SI 87—253
ers are urged to attend.
at the end of the first string, we Shields .... .......... 106 101 92—298 Mr and Mrs. Alton Arey and son mall receptacles glisten under
Slices of sponge cake are soaked shared by Mrs. Bryant, endeared
of the shops for the next few
dug into the pile and there at the G. Arey
........... 96 119 92—307 Duane, who, have been guests of bright sun telling the sorry story
In
sherry wine for an hour, spread them to the people in all the com
Mrs. Lena Davidson, have returned ! of the close of Rockville's post office this week with Mr. and Mrs. Dana weeks. You could really enjoy with apricot or quince preserve and munities where they have lived and
bottom was "P M.” Drew, entirely
Christmas then when it came, the
served.
,
and mail to be handled by rural de- Sherer.
flabbergasted and with the wind
494 473 462-1429 to Cleveland. Ohio.
budget wouldn't be knocked into topped with a layer of plain sponge
George
Hall
and
mother
Mrs.
In 1925, due to 111 health. Rev.
knocked out of him, and on his Skippers
Mrs. Merle Tolman and daugh-J ^verycake. Meantime, heat half a pint
Vesper Hall returned home Mon the proverbial cocked hat at
Mr. Bryant was compelled to leave
chest Bed Grange’s old number 77. •Drew ..... ........... 77 78 81—236 ter Marion returned Wednesday
Miss Lottie H Ewell, bringing to day after seeing the World's Fair In Christmas . . . and how the sales of m>lk in a saucepan with half a the active ministry, but hls tem
While the P M looked as white as Peterson
........... 96 91 89—276 from Rockland.
a close 35 years of service as post- New York, visiting Mr. and Mrs. people would bless you for the cup of granulated sugar and when perament led him to serve ln other
a "Galloping Ghost,” he was far Hall .......... ........... 84 75 69—228
Mrs. Rachel Gove, who was guest master at Rockville, was recently Herbert Butler in Albany and call headaches you’d save them. Isn't it bolls up, remove from the fire, worthwhile fields of labor. Dur
from being the "triple threat man” Guilford .... _____ 88 90 90—268
cool a little and add three well
ing on Mrs. J. F Jaseph in Fitch It worth adopting . . . that Idea?
ing 1926 and 1927 he was Assistant
he used to be. His ground-gaining S. Arey .... .......... 97 95 109—301
beaten eggs and strain into the
We're
looking
a
long
way
ahead
burg on their way home.
to the President of the East Maine
days are over, and his passing is
to Auburn.
! outside friends expressing their
Rev. Maurice Dunbar of Allenton, today but here's a stuffing for double boiler. Let It cook over hot Conference Seminary at Bucksport.
way off. The only thing about the
442 429 438-1309
Mrs. Herbert Patrick and Mrs 'esteem and appreciation of her R. I and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fitz roast chicken we’d like you to try water, stirring till the custard For a number of years following, he
Postmaster that is as good as in the
• Lost on T K O.
Harry Coombs returned Thursday faithfulness and loyalty. A bou- gerald of North Waldoboro visited in
... case ..it might be the ......
new note thickens, season with
_ a touch of was engaged in the grocery business
old days is his kicking andcussing.
from North Haven after a visit Qtiet of chrysanthemums and car- Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs E H for this years Thanksgiving feast. ®alt and van11^ ™«n pour over in Richmond. He also served as
The P. M can still do both ln a MnOTU U ft VPN
doubled to fill a turkey Chopped
ih°r0Ughly clerk in the postoffice there, and
iwith Mr. and Mrs Oscar Waterman. nations was also given her by Perry
bowling match, having learned all NUK 1 M MAVtN
ar.d serve decorated' with whipped was a member cf the Board of Se
Mrs Nellie York is visiting her ' Mrs. Jack Nichols and family have George Sides and his sister Miss
------------------ I cooked ham. pecan meats, onions.
the fine points from many years
The Hartford Courant started toasted wholewheat bread and cream and candied fruit.
lectmen of Richmond for two years.
daughter. Mrs. Parker Ladd in 1 moved to Kennebunkport.
Mr. Martiia Sides. Tiie convenience of
experience.
a postoffice is going to be greatly publishing in 1764; It is the oldest : plenty of good sweet butter com- Nut Dressing for Roast Chicken
After their residence in Richmond
Rockiand
and
her
granddaughter,
Nichols
has
employment
at
PartsOn the second hole Link Sanborn
, missed
Rev and Mrs. Bryant made their
newspaper on this Continent, but bine to make a flavor that's difMrs. Russell Willey.
j mouth Navy Yard.
One-fourth
pound
boiled
Mor

drove hls first shot for 273 yards
Miss Lydia Lehtinen is at home it's always starting something new. ferent, and you can add brandy or rell i-Z, Cut ham. ’< pound home in Wiscasset for three years.
Miss Madeline Ladd, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Little have reright onto the green and finished
alter Perhaps that's why it's so very not as you wish.
chopped pecan nuts, 4 medium During these years of relative in
out the game well under par. but Mr. and Mrs. Parker Ladd of Rock- I turned from several weeks’ stay in convalescing satisfactorily
old.
And here's a pudding of senti- onions. 2 tablespoons butter, 1 tea activity in the work of the minis
seven weeks at Kncx Hospital.
Cap'n Grimes foozeled his first land became the bride Oct. 12 of North Haven and Swan's Island.
spoon Sterling Salt 4 slices whole try, Rev. Mr. Bryant supplied the
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess and | Mrs. Maurice R Clough who Is
shot and from then on continued Everett Raymond Stone of this
town.
The
ceremony
was
perwheat toast, milk to moisten toast pulpits of several churches at dif
daughter Roseanne of North Haven visiting her father Dana A. Sherer
to slice and chop until he finally
Saute onion in butter, moisten ferent times.
ended up in a fish trap 300 yards I formed at the Vinalhaven parson- are guests of Mr and Mrs. Aliston passed a few days this week with
In the spring of 1939 he was feel
age
by
Rev.
Kenneth
Cook.
The
Roberts.
her
brother
Lester
R.
Sherer
en
toast
with milk and then squeeze
off the green ledges.
ing so well that he requested his
milk
out.
Add
remaining
ingredi

maid
of
honor
was
Mrs.
Ervin
Stone
Miss
Virginia
White
went
Friday
North
Haven.
Mrs.
W.
Scott
CleveShields made the hole in 101
ents plus one Jigger of brandy and District Superintendent, Rev. Ar
while I made a bird of a birdie go and the best man. Mr Stone, both to Waverly, Mass., where she has land cf Portland speint several days
thur A. Callaghan, to send him back
employment.
-------—
..
................
—
■
mix thoroughly by hand.
of
this
place.
The
bride
wore
navy
ing 119 miles per hour. Scotty Lit
to Searsmont, the church at this
blue
with
matching
accessories
and
Mrs.
Walter
Marshall
and
Mrs.
|
f
rom
a
rec
ent
visit
in
Northampton,
tlefield forgot his tea when he teed
Russian Cranberries
point
being without a pastor at that
off and bioke a club when he should her attendant was dressed in aqua ' Ernest Townsend have returned to Mass,
Three quarts cranberries. 1 pound time. Rev. Mr. Callaghan granted
blue
with
accessories
of
the
same
'
Boothbay
having
been
guests
of
.
AMERICA'S HOME HEATING EXEEET
have played a spade, so he finished
raisins. 2',a pounds sugar. Juice and his request, and he and Mrs. Bry
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doughty.
G’ A' R- (‘r'e InsPer,r<>
color.
with a low 81.
grated rind 2 oranges. 1 cup ground ant were received by their former
Mrs.
Frances
Gilchrist
was
hosAt
a
special
meeting
Wednesday
Worship Sunday at the Baptist
However all this time the Skip
walnuts, two-thirds cup finely cut Searsmont parishioners and their
tess Friday to the "Night Hawks.” ' night Lalayette Carver Circle. LaChurch
will
be
at
11
o
’
clock
with
pers were in trouble on the ice, for
new ones as well with a warm wel
preserved' ginger.
How
To
Obtain
Heating
Satisfaction
James
Barton
returned
Tuesday
dies
of
the
G.A.R
was
inspected
by
the Postmaster slipped again and sermon “The Unfailing Presence"
Cook sugar, orange Juice and come. During the Summer of this
from
Stonington.
I
Department
President,
Mrs.
Bernice
Another heating season will
lasts longer and
fell with a crash to 78, while Gene by the pastor. Communion at the
raisins for five minutes. Add re year. Rev. Mr. Bryant led this
Mrs. W. Y Fossett visited Wed Jackson of Rockland. Supper was
money.
■ * soon be upon
upon us. When tendHall got tangled in the net and in close of service. Sunday School
maining ingredients and cook church again in extensive repairs
served
by
Nina
Ames.
Eleanor
Con

nesday
in
Rcckland.
ng
to
the
furnace,
let
us
resolve
pite of some swell rushing of the meets at 10; Mrs. Julia Beverage,
8. Operating your furnace slowly, stirring frequently for and improvements upon the church
way,
Dorothy
Columb.
Emeline
Mrs.
Eva
Summers
returned
Wed

not
to
follow
those
habits
which
Young
People
with damper controls dis
growler could only make a 75. Fast superintendent.
about one hour, until thickened auditorium. In April, 1940 he be
Wadsworth and Rae Philbrook. The
waste money, coal, and cause inconnected: Strange as it
skating, nice stick work and fancy meet at 6.46; the evening service nesday in Rockland.
tonvenience
and
discomfort.
like jam. Pour into sterilized jelly came ill. and this sickness termi
meeting
was
called
to
order
by
the
Mrs.
Eva
Summers
returned
Wedmay
seem,
some
people
do
I passing by Skip Arey and Guilford, will be conducted by young people
nated in his death.
president, Mrs. Bessie Ames. Work
not bother to keep their glasses and seal.
There are ten such bad habits
while Peterson tended goal like a on the subject "The Philippines." nesday from Rockiand
He ts survived by his widow, one
damper controls in good
Marguerite
Chapter,
O.E
S.
will
;
was
exemplified,
the
candidates
bewhich
every
homeowner
would
Baked Squash in Cream Sauce
deputy sheriff alone allowed the The choir with Mrs. Harold Thayer
sister. Mrs. Mary Weeks of Bristol,
working order. These con
io well to avoid:
meet
Monday
night.
After
the
cerei
ing
Mabel
Oakes
and
Florence
Skip men to make any kind of a leading, sings at the morning serv
Three pounds Hubbard squash and by a number of nephews and
trols are as necessary to
ice. Unity Guild meets Tuesday monies, there will be games and re- Erickson.
1. Excessive shaking of the
your furnace as brakes are Land O' Lakes Butter, Salt and nieces.
showing.
freshments.
Union
Church
school
Remarks
were
made
by
the
visitgrates: A gentle shaking
In the third inning it was the at 2.
to an automobile. They are pepper. Hi cups white sauce, sea
The funeral was held in the Sears
meets tomorrow at 10 a. m. Wor- ling officer and she was recipient of
will serve the same purpose
simple to operate. If han soned, buttered soft bread crumbs mont Church. Rev. Arthur A. Cal
ship will be at 11 the pastor tola handsome gift presented by the
and save fuel. Shake only
dled properly they will save
Cut squash into six portions, peel laghan, the district superintend
until the first red glow ap
preach an inspiring sermon. The president. Past Department Presimuch fuel and add greatly
pears in the ashpit, not un
to the comfort of your brush with melted butter and ent, was in charge of the services,
vested choir will sing a special an- dent. Ola Ames, historian, read old
til live pieces of coal drop
home. Your fuel dealer can sprinkle both sides generously with assisted by Rev Albert E. Luce, Rev
them and there will be a selection records of the order from the date
through the grate.
instruct you in the correct salt and1 pepper Place in a but. Oscar O. Barnard, Rev. Harold W.
by a mixed quartette. Leola Smith. | of organization 1905 to 1940. which
use of dampers.
tered baking dish, cover and- bake Nutter, and Rev Roy W Moody.
2. Using ashes for banking
organist. Epworth League meets at proved most interesting.
purposes:
The
only
place
in a moderaely hot oven (376 de Many other brother pastors of the
9.
Using
incorrect
sited
coal:
4; Christian Endeavor at 6; eve- , Members answered to a Roll Call
for ashes is in the ashpit —
For best heating results al grees F.) for 30 minutes. Pour the Maine Conference were also pres
ning worship at 7. Prayer meeting by telling why they were glad to be
with the exception of a thin
ways use the size coal best white sauce over the squash and ent, also many former parishioners
wlll be at 7 Tuesday with sermon ; Americans after which Mrs. Leola
layer upon the grates. If
suited for your heater. To sprinkle the crumbs over the top and friends, as well as these of the
Smith
sang
"God
Bless
America''
by the pastor; Louise Burgess, or
you fire ashes on top of live
day coal is prepared in
The many beauti
coals, you can expect clinker
ganist. The choir enjoyed a Hal with Mrs. Ola Ames at the piano.
several sizes, one of which and boke uncovered for 20 to 30 local parish
trouble and poor heat.
is sure to give you best minutes longer or until the squash ful flowers, as well as the large at
loween party Thursday night at the Dancing followed.
results. If the coal is too ls tender. If desired, serve with tendance of relatives and friends,
While In town Department Presi
I vestry. Supper was served and
3. Burning rubbish or garbage
were a marked tribute to the love
small it packs too much in crisp bacon. Serves six.
dent Bernice Jackson was guest of
in your furnace: Your fur
I games were played.
the fuel bed. When this
and esteem ln which Rev. Mr. Bry
nace was built to burn coal,
Mrs. R. A. Calderwood and Miss Bast Department President Ola
Good
Luck
Lemon
Cream
Filling
takes place it is sometimes
ant was held.
and you shouldn’t put any
! Erdine Calderwood have returned Ames.
difficult to bring up heat
One package Good Luck Lemon
foreign substance in it, as
A further tribute to his memory
quickly. Other troubles may
4 tablespoons sugar. 2 eggs, li cup was the fact that all the local mer
clinkers often result and
also
be
caused
from
a
fuel
fuel is wasted as a conse
cold water, 2 cups boiling water, 1
bed that is “packed.” Be teaspoon lemon juice, % teaspoon chants closed their stores during
quence.
the funeral ceremonies, and that
cause of the blasting that is
4. Operating dirty boiler, heat
grated lemon rind.
On Sunday-Monday, Jane Withers will be seen in the widely heralded
all these merchants were present at
necessary it is sometimes
er,
flue
pipe
or
chimney:
Put contents of Good Luck the funeral.
comedy “Youth Will Be Served.” Associated with her as co-star is Jane ,
very difficult to have the
A clean heating plant — like
Darwell. A special children's matinee will be held at 4 p. m. Monday.
Lemon package into cooking vessel
draft pass through this bed
The interment was at the family
a clean automobile engine —
of coals. The heat may be
and ac'd sugar ar.d cold water lot in Bristol, where the Commit
will give better service and
retained to such an extent
Add beaten egg yolks and the boil tal Service was conducted by Rev.
greater comfort. Remove all
that there may be a possi ing water. Cook and stir until
soot and fly ash at least
Oscar d Barnard, assisted by Revbility of clinkers forming.
thick. Cool and add the lemon Alfred H Ives. The bearers were
once a year.
If the coal is too large in
juice and grated rind. Fold in four nephews of the deceased: John
5. Connecting two heaters into
size the air will pass
stiffly beaten egg whites. Serve Bryant of South Freeport, Waite
same chimney flue: This
through it too quickly and
practice retards the draft
over sponge cake. Whipped cream Weeks of Damariscotta, Walstein
actually rob heat from the
and causes poor heat. If two
fuel bed. Be sure the correct
may be added to sauce in, place of Weeks of Newcastle, and Caleb Fcsheaters are connected into
size of coal is being used.
egg whites or ini addition to egg sett of Bristol.
the same flue, make sure the
10. Incorrect Methods of firing:
First impressions count. Good, bad or indifferwhites, if desired.
Rev. Cyprian Bryant was a lov
draft on the one not being
Always fire the coal so that
ing husband, a kind father and
operated is completely shut
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
MENU
the fuel bed assumes more
brother, a good neighbor, a loyal
off and all leaks sealed.
or less a level position. The
Breakfast
good first impressions.
citizen and friend and good minis
6. Operating hot air furnace
depth of the fuel bed will
Cranberry
and
Pineapple
Juice
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
without water in the humid
vary depending upon the
ter.
Cornflakes
ifier: Dry air is both un
size of the fire box. Fire the
classified instantly by the appearance of your
Creamed
Dried
Beef
on
Toast
comfortable and unhealthy.
coal level with the bottom
Supper
Peach Jam
You will get much more sat
of the firing door, always
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
Club
Sandwiches
isfaction from your furnace
leaving a strip of red coal
Coffee
three lines of black type on a government stamped
if the humidifier pan is kept
•Russian Cranberries
exposed to act as a pilot
Dinner
filled with water. This is an
lignt to ignite the gas that
Good Luck Butterscotch Tarts
envelope, or a ’’private” envelope with an attract
important health measure.
will come off from the fresh
Roast Chicken
Tetley Tea
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
fuel.
7. Carrying thin fire bed: The
Ginger Ale Mint Fruit Cup
firebox should be filled flush
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
Follow the above suggestions
Roast Chicken
with the lower edge of the
and you will be sure to get more
NOBLEBORO
•Nut Dressing
submit some ’’corner card” ideas. We may be
fire door. Contrary to the
heat that will result in comfort
Baked
Squash
in
Cream
Sauce
Public Cooking School (Electric)
belief held by many people
able and healthy conditions
able to save you some money, too.
Fluffy Mashed Potatoes
at Star Theatre, Waldoboro, Oct.
that a half filled firebox
during the Winter. If you are in
Celery
«
Olives
22, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
saves coal, it actually burns
doubt about the correct opera
up more coal and at the
Watermelon Pickle
m. Admission free. All food given
tion of your heating plant, call
same time causes much unon your local fuel dealer. He will
Ar.gel Cake
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
James Newill. as Renfrew, traps hijacker Milburn Stone in a tense
' necessary inconvenience. A
be more than pleased to render
moment from “Crashing Thru,” latest in the "Renfrew of the Royal Mount
‘Good Luck Lemon Cream Sauce June Freeman, demonstrator.

Goose” Takes A Hand

OBSERVED RUBY WEDDING

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

VINALHAVEN

How to cut the cost of
Heating Your Home

AT THE PARK THEATRE

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ed” series. Childrens matinee Wednesday at 4 p. m.—HI cents.

thick fire bed buru better.

this isrrics.

-

il)

Coffee

124-133
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SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent

Helped Close Fair

Host Two Years OldfBut A Good One

Miss Irma Wadsworth of
HT
Camden Enjoying New
York Vacation

Realm or

M USIC

Comique Theatre
“Scatterbrain," one of the grand
est musical comedies of the year,
is playing at the Comique Sunday
and Monday.
Judy Canova proves herself as a
comedienne and a singer as well
in •"Scatterbrain.” This picture
takes her, In the characterization
of a Hillbilly girl, to Hollywood as
a result of mistaken identity. The
rest cf the story has to do with
her struggle to achieve stardom
and her success despite adversity.
This comic story of the struggle
of an every day. common clay type
of girl against the superficial
glamor of Hollywood makes this
picture an enjoyable and thorough
ly entertaining “must see" per
formance.

Miss Irma Wadsworth of Camden
is enjoying a prolonged vacation at
iy Gladyi St. Clair Heiitad
The World Wide Guild will meet the Dixie Hotel in the heart of
at the Baptist vestry Monday night Times-Square, New York.
Miss Wadswcrth has been a guest
at 7 o'clock. There will be hand
Noting that Ja eha Heifetz ap-| Virgil Pox. the organist, a high sense
of
Mias Aletha Shoemaker, special
work to do and a social hour will
ix-ared in concert in Bangor the past of honor has been developed in the
representative
of
the
Dixie
and
went
follow. Girls are asked to take in
week, we learn that the famous vlo-1 chcir, despite the fact that only
their missionary offerings at this to New York to take in a few of
lini- t lias recently returned to his the scloists are paid. Choir memthe sights including the New York
meeting.
C uwecticut faim after six months' bers are penalized if late, or absent
World's Pair..
bsence, . tiring which he played a from rehearsals, unless for very
Truman Sawyer. W. B. D. Gray
Along with over half a million
60-conc-'it goodwill tonr cf South good reason, and are not permitted
and Arthur Stevens left Thursday other enthusiasts. Miss Wadsworth
Ate t ’. made with the co-opera-! to sing without rehearsal. Only the
for several days' hunting at Whit officially closed the Pair last Sun
t en cf the Cultural Division of Jlic very highest type of church music
ing.
day. Oct. 27. Although she is sure
Department cf State. His first New is sung—Bach chorales, cantatas,
Harris Shaw has returned to Bos that the Fair will be missed. Miss
Ycrk appearance since his Pan- oratorios, etc., and the perfection
ton after a visit with his mother, Wadsworth is most impressed with
American pilgrimage took place at of their work has won notable atMrs. Henry Shaw and sister. Miss the many other sights to be seen
, Carn ' tie Hall cn Oct. 30, and now tention all over.
Miss Harris
Prances Shaw.
and places of interest to be visited
i
e
is
embarked
on
his
usual
busy
teaches
piano.
Joseph Scanlan of Dorchester. in the city and included in the
HeUeta appeals
• • • •
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs Dixie all-expense tours.
Reverie Of a Pianist
with practically every major sym
Miss Wadsworth has been tour
George Gillchrest.
I linger at the piano
phony orchestra in America this
In this pale gold dusk.
Mr. and Mrs. James Pelt and son ing the city, visiting broadcasting
I
season,
a
record
unequaled
by
any
And the music before me
Clifton Pelt, have gone to visit Mr. studios, the Statue of Liberty, Em
Is
yellow with twilight.
other instrumentalist.
And the sweet tones
pire
State
Building.
Theatres,
Night
and Mrs. Theodore Gutoske in Jer
• • • •
Of the music mingle sadly
sey City, N. J., and Mr. and Mrs. Clubs, and having such a grand!
With the amber air.
Prom Miss Mertie Hemenway in
time that she heartily recommends I
Until the music
David Renegar in New York.
Is no longer music.
New'
York
comes
programs
of
con

a trip to New Yiork as an ideal va
Mrs. Edward Orinkwater entertained Tuesday afternoon in honor cf the second birthday of her son,
But color,
The Baptist Mission Circle meets
Edward Lee Drinkwater, at their residence, 52 Pleasant street. The youngest guest, l-herwood Hart. v,.i but certs by the Philharmonic-Sym
cation.
And
color, music.
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Mar
seven weeks old. First row, left to right: Edward Lee Drinkwater. the host: Diane Mitchell: second ro- Mr« phony Society of New York. The
I
cannot
distinguish.
garet Davis. This will be a white
Carmelita Danielson and daughter Movita; Mrs. Clarence Dube with her son Dennis; Mrs. Edward Drink'' iter prov ms are in a particularly atI only know
8even Tree Grange of Union will
cross work meeting
That
it
is
beautiful.
fortn
this
year
in
observ-I
tra
c
holding Rochelle Wiley: Mrs, Elmer Hart and son Sherwood.
—Photo by Cullen.
live 1
meet Monday with Hope Grange
•
Sonya
Loftneae
The topic of the Thursday eve
anc<B Cf
cf the Golden Anniversary;
(Christian Science Monitor) and confer the third and fourth de
ning prayer meeting at 7 oclock
Spu son at
Hl
On May
ciety at a Halloween social.
• a • a
grees on eight candidates. This will
i Charles Chapin, recent brides,
at the Baptist Church is “The Val
At the Baptist Church , C. 5. 1941. 50 years will have elapsed , The New England Conservatory bring the number of new members
1 were guests of honor at a miscel- |
ley of the Shadow."
JUNE COTE
laneous shower Wednesday night |
Vaughn Overman, pastor, services nee the vision of two men—An- ' of Music has isued invitations to at to 27 since July 1. Harvest supper
Mrs. Alice Lineken has returned
Correspondent
Sunday will begin with worship at t iew Carnegie (Whose picture is on tend a concert given in commemo will be served at 6 sharp. Members
o zx
o
I
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Carl
Whitei
»
x*\
to St. Petersburg. Fla., after visit
11 o’clock; sermon subject “I Know tlie out .de page of the programs! ration of the 80th anniversary of no*, solicited will furnish sweets.
house.
Mrs.
Maurice
Payson
and
T.TDA G. CHAMPNEY
ing relatives here and in Rockland.
•.• • •
|
Mrs.
Walter
Jordan
assisting
as
(
a
Gcd Above all Gods." the first in and Walter Dimrcsch. gave to the birth of Ignace Jan Paderewski
Tel. 713
Mrs. Estelle Newbert entertained
Correspondent
a series cf sermons on the “Certain America its most famous concert in Jordan Hall. Boston, in Wednes
Miss Geneva Fuller of the Rock
hostesses.
Others
attending
were
her Beano Club Wednesday night.
<£> O /->.
Mrs. Willard Chapin, Mrs. Charles I
ties of the Word of Truth;" Chris ccnti+. At tlie opening festival day evening, Nov. 6. at 8.15. The port High School faculty, Carroll
Lee Dickens. Thomas McKay.
High score was held by Mrs. Nettie
tian Endeavor at 6 o'clock when re- week of concerts. May 5-9. 1891, Conservatory Orchestra, Wallace! Richards and Herbert Wellman
Tel.
2229
Dailey.
Miss
Corinne
Jordan,
Mrs.
Robinson.
Refreshments
were Douglas Libby and Daniel Dickens
oorts will be given by delegates of conducted by Mr. Damrosch, with Goodrich, conductor, will be heard, were among those on whom the
served.
will leave Sunday for a week's Robert Hopkins. Mrs. Robert MesMrs.
Arthur
Whittier.
Mrs
,(lle
recent State Convent; a at the celebrated Russian composer, in collaboration with the Polonaise first and second degrees were con
servey,
Mrs.
Clifford
Felton.
Mrs
j
Mrs. Charles Winchenbach re hunting at Spencer Pond.
Woodbury
Bailey
and
daughter
;
Topsham:
union
rvice with the Tschaikovsky, as guest conductor Choral Society of Boston. Stanley ferred Thursday night at the meet
Albert
Bennett.
Mrs.
John
Felton.
turned home Thursday after a
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Lord have
In several of his own compositions,
ing of Penobscot View Grange of
visit with her brother, Wilson Mer recently moved from Union street Mrs. Thomas Wade. Mrs. Harold Dianne of Bath were guests Tues- ! Wi t Rockport Church at West the program paid tribute to the Clement, conductor, and Jesus
Glen
Cove.
Orindle
and
Mrs.
Archie
Huntley,
day
of
Miss
Mabel
Pottle.
Rcckport
at
7
7p
m.
Maria
Sanroma.
pianoforte
soloist
riam, in Union.
to 22 Limerock street.
2
,
________
great ironmaster whose ideals and
Mrs. Geoge Dean and Mrs. Joshua
Mrs. Evelyn Cunningham will enThursday Club met at Mrs. Oscar
i interests in cultural pursuits made
Mrs. Doris Lankton will enter
Mtaa thev being the executors named
Crie s this week,, prizes going to tain the Dandylions Tuesday night Ingraham Vere unable to be pres- tertaln the Trytohelp Club Monday WEST ROCKPORT
In said Will, without bond.
|'he erection of Carnegie Hall posProbate
Notices
ent.
Refreshments
were
served,
innight
at
her
home
on
Union
street
i
Henry
Kell
r.
Elmer
K
r.rt
Mrs. Charles Smith, Mrs Edward at her home on Jacobs avenue.
lier anc 1 -;ble. The hall on its opening bore
ESTATE CHESTER B HALL late of
eluding
a
wedding
cake
made
by
Warren, deceaaed First and final ac
T. Dornan and Mrs. Warren
..
___ - „
,
, ,
Mrs Abbie Gibbs has returned to Charles Maxcv m red to Milton the name of the new “Music Hall,''
STATE OF MAINE
count
pre ented for allowance by
Worship
will
be
at
11
o'clock
at
Mrs. Willard Chapin, and a social Brook5 after ending several days Mass., last Satur
Knights.
jrdav and cn re- | but seven years later its name was
To all persons Interested in either Mabe! H Withee. Exx
the
Baptist
Church
Sunday
with
of
the
estates
hereinafter
named
evening
was
enjoyed.
5
;
S
er
Mrs.
Lillian
Perkin
A childrens party will be held
WILLIAM E BARROWS late of
Sunday were accompanied I changed to Carnegie Hall in tribute
tunii:
At a Probate Court held at Rock Warren deceased
Will and Petition
Rev. Weston P Holman will have
Delmont Ballard, who is now an bv Mr Henry Keller and daughter' to its benefactor, who. despite an land
today from 3 to 4.30 at the Baptist sermon on the subject. •'When Man
In end for the County of Knox for Probate thereof, asking that the
Comes
to
His
Own."
by
Rev.
W.
vestry for the cradle roll, beginner
ss sermon subject “Defeating Our instructor at Boston University, has i Dorothy and Arlene, who had be
on
the
ISth
dav
of
October
In
the
same
may
be
proved
and allowed and
education brief and cf formal char year of our Lord one thousand nine that Letters Testamentary
lsaue to
and primary children, and their P. Brown. The music will be fur Fears ' Sunday at 10.30 at the just been granted a patent on a \ visiting rilatives there for several acter. pc.sessed a deep love of lit hundred
and
forty
and
by
adjourn

Sadie
R
Barrows
of
Warren,
she be
mothers. Miss Estelle Moore is nished by the Chadavae chorus. Methodist church. A. F. Sherman teacher's regrader, a device on days
ment
from
dav
to
day
from
the
15th
ing
the
Executrix
named
In
said
erature, philosophy and music, day of said October The following with bond And your petitioner Will,
The
church
school
convenes
at
fur
chairman and decorations are in
is in charge of the music. Bible which he has been working forSylvia Charles
and Charleie which he shared with others by en- matters having been presented for the ther prays that the Court determine
church school will manf months. Mr. Ballard is thetteajd' entertained
charge of Miss Esther Achorn, Mrs 3 45. At 5 oclock Sunday night classes and
action thereupon hereinafter Indicated whether the omission of grandsons
dowing
several
libraries
and
fos

a
group
cf
It is hereby ORDERED
was Intentional or not occasioned by
Vera Robinson; refreshments, Mrs :he Intermediate forum meets, and meet at 1145 in charge of Mrs. son of Mrs Nellie R Ballard and i friends Thursday nig
at a Hal- tering the erection of the hall which
That notice thereof be given to all mistake.
McRae,
superintendent. a graduate of Rockport High School loween party.
Olive Sirout and Mrs. Evelyn Per at 6 o'clock the young people's Stella
ESTATE ARTHUR SHELDON, late
r.ow bears hi - name. Carnegie Hall persons interested, by causing a copy
ron; games. Mrs. Lenora Davis and orum and the Chadavae forums. Happy Hour
service will be at 7 His many friends in town ccngratuIn
as>n nnscri, 1°* ,hl» order to be published three of Vlnalhaven, deceased Petition for
in its 53 years lias
it n concerts , rffk, successively In The Courier- Admlnl-tratlon asking that Joseph F
The
Mission
Circle
met
Th
The
mid-week
devotional
service
o'clock with
praise service and late him on this satisfactory result
Miss Priscilla Saunders.
by the world's leading artists and Oazette a new-paper published at Headley of Vlnalhaven. or some other
with Mrs. Margaret Andrews
— - ‘ ‘ In said
' Cou
message by the pastor, subject of his efforts.
Rockland
County, that they suitable person be appointed Admr.,
Mrs. H. H. Newbert entertained s held Thursday night at 7.30.
America's principal orchestra, sup may
appear at a Probate Court to be without bond
The Christian Endeavor S
The W.C.T.U. will meet with “Things by Which Men Live?
the Busy Eight Club Thursday. Fol
Misses Barbara and Virginia
held at said Rockland on the 19th
plemented
by
lectures,
forums,
PETITION FOR CHANOE OF NAME,
of November A D 1940 at nine asking that the name of Joy Mildred
lowing luncheon the afternoon was Mrs. Lizzie Burgess. Mechanic Church night service is in the ves- Noyes Mrs. Clifford Carroll and was entertained Friday at : Ha
meeting and conventions that dav
o clock In the forenoon, and be heard Barbour of St George be changed to
spent socially. Those present were street, Tuesday, with an all-day try Thursday night at
o’clock Miss Ruth Oliver of Rockland gave loween party at the Rockporl
have brought the public together thereon If they see cause
Joy M.ldred Olad
Presented by Lil
Mrs. Arthur Kalloch. Mrs. Lucy •ession. Dinner will be served by The official board will meet Mon- a Halloween party Thursday at the tist Church.
ANNA M CONARY. late of Rockland, lian A Glad of St George, mother.
for events of cultural importance,
__
biiu
rcuuuu
iui
ritr
decea-ed
Will
and
Petition
for
Prohe hostess. All members are day night at 7 o'clock in the ves- Noyes home on Union street. The
Sillery. Mrs. Edgar Wilson, Mrs. E
Mrs. Keith Cn ckett
s in GorNANNIE M WHEELER, late of Ten
, t tne program ill Carnegie bate thereof. Baking that the same
Harb r. dece. sed
Will and PeP Starrett, Mrs. T. B. Wyllie, Mr. urged to be present.
try.
rooms were attractively decorate;: ham recently to
: Mr. Cr
unng its first 50 years in may t* proved and allowed and that ants
Hj
tl'lon
for Probate thereof, asking that
,,
__
Letters Testament rv Issue to Cor- the him
Lawrence Hahn, and Miss Elizr
Miss Helen Dougherty, Mrs. Alec wlth Halloween motif'. The even' who
nt
Miss Emma Alden and Miss Anr.e
tlie Tea
may
be
proved
and allowed
? accord with Mr. Carnegie's win H. Olds of Rack'.and he being
and that Letters Testamentary Issue
Whitney
Alden, who spent the Summer at Gilimor and Miss Ruth Pullen at- of the evening was a scavenger Colli
the Executor named In said Will, with to Maynard M Wheeler of Camden.
cf tlie finer things.
bond
About 60 were present at the sur their home on Harbor Hill, left tended a lecture by Mrs. Franklin hunt- first prize being wen by Mis
Rcbert
h Croc
N J he being the Executor named
HELEN M SMrrH late of Thomas
prise party held at the Baptis; this week for Brookline. Mass.
D. Roosevelt Wednesday night in Barbara Richardson and Reber! and Miss Hazel
ent Fi:
g:
ting through the programs ton deceased Will and .Petition for In said Will, without bond
ALICE R WALTER late of Warren,
Church after prayer meeting, hon
Costume prizes at the Lions Waterville, which was sponsored by Spencer, and consolation going to and Sat
the mu. leal attractions being Probate thereof, asking that the derra-ed Will and Petition for Pro
” I same may be proved and alii.wed and
oring Raymond K. Greene, who has Club Halloween Ball Thursday Colby College.
Mr and Mrs Edward Noyes. B' o- Nutt at F
HtlU W-I* *Frida
IIUOl
the name Jorge Bo.et that Letters Testamentary Issue to H bate there if asking that the same
may he proved and allowed and that
been singing with the Baptist Choii night were won by Miss Isabel
bing apples, catching doughnuts and helped cel ebrate her blrthdiy an- -atchi mv eyt Mr Bolet you Will Nelson McDougall of Portland, he be Ix't'ers
Te-tamentary lsiue to Ernest
ing the Executor named In said Will, J. Payson oi Warren, he being the
since 1904. Rev. Mr. Perron intro Payson, first prize; Mrs. Doris
dancing furnished much merriment niversary.
recall.
ed In a Rcckland con- with bond
Executor named In said Will, with
duced Mrs. Strout, choir director, Lankton second; and Miss Dorothy
with
Mrs
Kenneth
Wellman
busily
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Clark attended
vo Winters ago, when his brilALICE M THURSTON, late of Union, out bond.
returned home from the Kr.ox Hos
who made a short speech and pre Dunton. third. In the Jitterbug pital.
| engaged in fortune telling. Music the funers.1 ^.Icndav of Miss Clara
piar.o playing captivated his deceased Will and Petition for ProESTATE CORA E. FOGERTY late
,
_
.
,
bllte
thereof, asking that the same of Cu’htng deceased
sented a gift to Mr. Greene, who contest Errol Payson and Nathalie
was furnished by Robert Spencer Pis Ice in E
Petition for
Mr.
Bo.et.
a
young
Cuban
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Mr. and Mrs. Rcllo Gardner and md Albert Korpinen. Refresh
Adm nlstretlon. nsklng that Nelson W
in turn spoke briefly. Refresh Smith were winners of the first
leJosef Hofmann AW*rd LeM*r»*2*“enUr7jlsaue to Ray- Fogerty
John M Jnsey of Rockland visited
of
Cushing,
or
some other
I mond E Thurston and Belle E Ken
ments were served, the young girls prize. Dorothy Drinkwater and Richard Brown have left for a ments appropriate to the occation his grande arents. Mr. and Mrs Strttable peraon. be appointed Admr.,
iirttS Institute Of Music 1 nlattn both of Union, they being au
weeks
hunting
in
Washington
with
bond.
of the church assisting. Tire af Dick Blackington, second; and
were served. Those present besides ney Andr ews, during the school
the Executors named In said Will
Hall cn Oct. 29. without
ESTATE CARRIE A CLARK late of
bond.
fair was in charge of Mrs. Minnie Doris Moody and Ralph Young, County.
the hostesses were: Clifford Carroll. recess.
deceased.
Petition for
HORATIO D HALL. l»t> of Rock Washington,
Miss Grace Lenfest entertained Kenneth WeEmann, Mr. and Mrs. |
Administration
a-klng that Jennie E
Newbert Mrs. Evelyn Perron. Mrs third. A special feature of the
It
•s. Harv ey Lunden
be of Interest to local peo- land deceased Will and Petition for i
Washington,
or
some other
Ruby Hall and Mrs. Leona Starrett. entertainment which won much ap a group of young friends at dinner Aubrey Wentworth. Mr. and Mr to the Tue sday Club
:'e who had the pleasure of know P-obate thereof, asking that the same su tab e prrs n be appointed Admx.,
may be proved and allowed and that with bond.
The Sunday School Class of High plause was the vocal selections by Thursday night at her home on Harold Btigren. Mrs. Albert Korpi- Next Tue- iy the mee
ing Katberlr.e Harris young so- Letters Te-t'mcntarv Issue to Cora
ESTATE ANNIE L
THORNDIKE
8chcol boys met at the home of the children of Seth Littlefield, Mountain street. Decorations and nen. Mrs. Mcses Mills, Mrs. Flora omitted dui ) to the s
urano who Summered at Rockport E Hall of Rockland, she being the late
of Rockland, deceased. First and
E-eeutrlx named In said Will, with
favors were in keeping with Hal Noyes, Carleton Doak, Maurice Mil served by tl ie Grange to member anile "tudyln3 »ith Madame Eiisa- out
Rev. Mr. Perron Wednesday night band leader.
final account pre-ented for allowance
bond
by The First National Bank of Rock
to organize a Boys' Club. Officers
r ; » Echumann. to know that Miss
LOTTIE M WATERMAN late of land.
Mrs. Lawrence Dailey and Mrs loween. The guests were Barbara ler, Miss Jonette Hall, Lyle Ncyes, I Oi» tl i Mai ne Blutbet
Exr
deceased
Will and Peti
elected were; President, Walter
Rich, Barbara Burrage. Joan Con Earl Payson, Misses Olady: M ir- inc.
The following
Harris is new a student at Curtis Appleton,
ESTATE ALFRED K LUDWIO. late
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
nelly.
Marion
Hary.
Julia
Thomas.
Chapman: vice president, R.chard hearsai closed a pleasant evening.
jorie and Allegra Noyes; Vernley; Henry Keller will ?ntcrtalr
First and
tn-tltute of Music. There in addi- the same may be proved and ailowrd of Thomaston, decea-ed
that Letters Testsmentary Issue final account presented for allowance
Staples; secretary, Benjamin Smal
Carol Thomas. Sina Har.sen, Na Black. Miss Ruth Packard, Warren
: in to study with Mme. Schumann, and
Worship and Sunday S
by
Mary
L
Skay.
Admx.
to
Bessie
B
W
Luce
of
Camden,
she
ley; treasurer, Lewis Johnson. Rev. In the Churches
talie Clark, Dolores Gross, Jane Barrows, Bernard Berggren, Betty be held at th Chui ch at 9 30 and
c 1s 'tudymg voice with Leo Rose- being the Executrix named In said
ESTATE ANNIE J. OARDINER. late
Mr. Perron is the teacher and ad
cf Rockport, deceased. First and final
Federated
Church.
Sunday Carter. Kathleen Poland, Olive Cavanaugh and Lercy Morong Bid 10.30 Sundav. Tlie young people's
k and E.lzabeth 1 "8ally"i West Will without bond
account
for allowance by
ESTATE
CHARLES
B
DAVIS,
late
visor.
Following the business School at 9.45, worship at 11. The Sawyer, Theresa King, Priscilla den, but unable to attend were Mr. mee'ir.g will" be emitted nd the morland Bijrgs 'also members of of S* George, deceased Petition for E sle C presented
O. Pierson of Waterbury,
Conn.,
Exx
meeting an evening of games and subject of the sermon is “Especially Clancy. Mary HendTicks, Beulah and Mrs. Ben Morong. Mr. and Mrs. monthly union service w
Administration,
asking
that
Stuart
C.
Rockport
Summer
colony),
opera
be at
Burgess of Rockland, or some other
CHARLES S COBURN, late of War
sports was enjoyed. The next meet- of Those That Believe.” and the Ingraham and Beverly Hooper. George Crockett, Henry Bohndell, 17 p m
•v. ?c a week, madrigals under Sam suitable
person, be appointed Admr. ren deceased. Will and Petition for
ing will be Nov. 11 at the heme of ( anthem is “The Voice of a Psalm.'' Games were played and prizes Fred Collins, Eugene Staples. Mr.
uel Barber, and German. French with bond.
Probate thereof, asking that the same
Ralph Paulsen.
J The Sacrament of the Lords Sup- were won by Priscilla Clancy. Beu and Mrs. Bruno Mazzeo. Mr. and
ESTATE JANE P WHITE, late of msy be proved and allowpd and that
and Italian. A full schedule but
Letters Testamentary Issue to Reta
Rockl’nd deces«cd P-*'*io- f— A^
Music Sunday morning at the per will follow the morning service. lah Ingraham, and Barbara Rich. Mrs. Byron Halning. Miss Beatrice NORTH WALDOBORO
a “happy one." as Miss Harris ministration, asking that Gladys F. Patterson Coburn of Warren, she be
Mr
and
Mrs.
W.
R
Walter,
Con

ing
the Executrix named In said Will,
Baptist Church will consist of an Epworth League meets at 6 o'clock.
Joseph Lawrence Trask, son of Lane and Byron Rider.
Packard of Rockiaud. or some other
writes. She also says:
without bond.
person, be appointed Admx
them. “Oh. That I Had Wings The Womens Missionary Society is Mr. and Mrs. Urban Trask of Pearl
The public supper served Wed rad and Elizabeth Miller vl .tnl rel
“I love it here at Curtis, and suitable
without bond
LLEWELLYN MANX late of Warren,
Like a Dove" by Smieton; inciden in charge of the evening service at street, enlisted in the U. S. Army nesday night at the Methodist ves atives in MelrocA Mass., la t week ; hough my schedule is a full one. it
ESTATE DELORIE K LAW. late of dereased Will and Petition for Pro
tal solo, Raymond K. Greene; so 7 o clock and the topic will be "Di Oct. 24, passed the examination try under the auspices of the Ladies’ end. Miss Clarissa Miller accom oermit me to go home (Baltimore) Union deceased Petition for Admin bate thereof, a-ktng that the same
istration, asking that Frederick L Law m v be proved Bnd allowed and that
and joined the 68th Coast Artil Aid proved a decided gucce- Mrs. panied them as far as Ki'.tery where ite Friday, in time for my church of
prano solo, "I Sought the Lord," versities of Gifts."
Whitefield, or some other suitable Letters Testamentary Issue to Harry
Mank of Rockland, he being the
Stephenson, Mrs. Katherine Veazie.
St. James Catholic Church. Mass lery at Cape Cod. He is now sta Lou Richards as chairman of the she visited her aunt.
rehearsal, teach all day Saturday, person, be appointed Admr . without C
Executor named In said Will, with
bond.
Roger Sherman was recent guest
tioned at Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass. committee was assisted by Miss
Those in attendance at the mid at 9 a. m .
ng cn Sunday, and return early
out
bond.
ESTATE HENRY W STARRETT
Marion Weidman. Mrs. Orra Burns of relatives hi Malden. Ma s.
week meeting of the Baptist
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Es
St. John's Church
Monday. I have a cute little apart late of Warren, deceased Petition for
At 9 a. m. Puppet Show Benefit
quire.
Judge of Probate Court for
Mr
.and
Mrs.
Llewellyn
‘
M.ink
of
asking that Arthur E
and Mrs. Mildred Colby.
Church Joined tlie Baptist Choral Holy Eucharist.
ment with another singer, and we've Administration,
of Warren, or some other Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
The Victor Charles Puppeteers
Miss Harriet Grover of Rockland East Gardner, Mass., who passed a node some Interesting friends. All Starrett
Society iu a birthday observance
St. George s Church, Long Cove.
suitable person, be appointed Admr
Attest:
come to the Opera House Tuesday was guest Monday at the home cf week with Mr. and Mrs. George
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
for Raymond K. Greene. Thursday At 3 p. m. Evensong.
lie arti-ts In every line of art seem without bond.
Register.
to
present
Mark
Tw
’
ain's
famous
Oliver
in
Union,
returned
home
PETITION
FOR
CHANGE
OF
NAME
Mr and Mrs. Russell Staple-.
night.
Rev. Donald F. Perron
Baptist Church. Sunday School
to live around this section in in asking that the name of Frederick B
132-8 138
Stated meeting of Harbor Li-lit Sunday.
spoke words of appreciation and at 9 45. worship at 11. The Junior ccmedy “Tom Sawyer” and a rol
triguing attics and quaint rooms. Worthing of Rockland be changed to
Virgil Morse has several men Very cld houses are grouped arcund Frederick B Seavey
Presented by
Mrs. Grace M. Strout presented a sermon is entitled “The Diamond licking stage revue which features Chapter O.ES. will be held Tue. said Frederick B Worthing.
employed harvesting his cabbage.
Notices of Appointment
gift to Mr Greene from the choir. Cup" and as morning subject the^ Z^ClSk^TS day night at Masonic hall.
Rittenhcuse Square, a miniature
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME
Ade’.bert Corson moved Friday
Other gifts were also presented. pastor has chosen ‘Two Things to . Heni„
irk with many benches and tame asking that the name of Eva Lucille
I. Charles L Veazie, Register of Pro
Patt of Rockland be changed to Eta
from tlie former Whitmore house NORTH BURKETTVILLE
Refreshments of Mexican tea. Re member." The music will in-1 Hen‘C' Greta Garbo' Myrna
pigeons and squirrels. Somehow Lucille MorrlU. Presented by said bate for the County of Knox, in the
and
other
interesting
types
and
State
of Maine, hereby certify that
on
Union
street
to
one
of
the
Frank
sandwiches and cakes were served. elude the anthems “List the CheruMr. and Mrs. Lewis Towne and there is quite a ioreign atmosphere Eta Lucille Patt.
characters.
CHARLES H. FRAZIER, late In the following estates the persons
Priest houses on Pleasant street.
On the committee were Mrs. Min bin Host" from "The Holy City" by
to it all and I enjoy it. David Kim- cfESTATE
were
appointed
Administrators. Ex
son
Edwin
cf
Newport
passed
last
Philadelphia Pa., deceased Peti
Mr. Charles was formerly asso
Guardians and Conservators
Mrs. Russell Staples and dau.li weekend at Willard Ireland's.
nie Newbert, Mrs. Evelyn Perron. Gaul, and "Open Our Eyes.” by
idil lives Just across the street. I tion to Transmit Residue of Personal ecutors,
and
on
the
dates
hereinafter named
Estate, oresented by Charles S. Ches
Mrs. Ruby Hall. Mrs. Leona Star Macfarlane, Communion service ciated with Tony Sarg, and his ter Dorothy spent Wednesday in
Recent guests of Miss Katharine run into the members of the Curtis ton
FRED S MACOMBER. late of Rock
of Whltemarsh, Pa . and Fidelityfather
was
stage
director
for
the
rett and Miss Ruth Butler. A re- will follow the morning service.
Rockland as guest of Mrs. Nelson nrurston were Mrs. Maude Merrl- String Quartet of ten. By the way Philadelphia Trust Company of Phil land. deceased. S. Arthur Macomber
famous Savage Productions as well Daggett.
of Rockland was appointed Admr.
I fieid, and daughter Mildred of the Quartet Is to give a series of adelphia. Pa . Exrs
as for the Chicago Grand Opera
ALTON M HIBBERT, late dbn August 27, 1940. and qualified
Services Sunday at the Metiio- Washington. Mr. and Mr Charles concerts in Baltimore on Nov. 31- ofESTATE
by filing bond. October 4. 1940
Washington,
decersed.
First
and
Company. Young Victor Charles diet Church. F. Ernr ' - .
•
. . ■
■ ■
JAMES T ROBINSON, late of War
Dcc. 1 and 2, and I have certainly final account pre-ented for allowance
thereby has a long tradition of the
ren. deceased
Katherine L. Llnscott
by
Clarence
U.
Hibbert,
Admr
tor, will be: Womens Day wi.l de i Anna Thurston and friends of Ban- -pread the pews arcund town, and
of Falmouth was appointed Admx.
theatre behind him. His company observed at the 11 a. m. service,
ESTATE LAURA E SIMMONS, late dbn
.
x.t
a
Sept
17. 1940. and quali
b"en
able
to
get
them
some
very
of St. George, deceased. First and
of three are all experienced pup with sermon subject, ‘Woman, thei gor.
x,,
|
Turner good patrons. I see lots cf Char final account presented for allowance fied by filing bond Oct 7. 1940
NETTIE W WTTHERSPOON late of
peteers, and give to their work the Crowning G.ory of Gods Creative I
by Catherine A Smith, Exx.
employment in Week's Mills. lotte (Cchen) too."
Leigh F.
ESTATE HARLAND J
CALDER- North Haven, deceased
energy and zest which only a real Work. At the evening MI
••
Georgia Hibbert of West
Uavid Kimball and Miss Cohen WOOD. of Rockland First and final Witherspoon of North Haven was ap
pointed
Exr
,
Oct
15.
1940.
and
quali
love for the theatre can command. pastor will speak on The Of 01 of w.i hingt ni
account presented for allowance by
ring for M R
of whom M
Harris speaks were Stuart
fied by filing bend on same date
C. Gurgess of Rockland. Gdn.
This is the first cf a series of four the ZAintmort
’
•
TFrvTvrrwt
T
n'lfiiin
_
Ointment.
Epworth League winchester and infant daughter, in Rockport last Summer. Mr Kim
HERBERT E MESSER, late of Union,
ESTATE MERTIE L. SIMPSON, of
entertainments being given under will hold a social and business' pr;scjna raye.
ed Merle M Messer and Grace
ball studying composition with Sca- Rockland. Second account presented de-ea
M
Messer of Union were appointed
the auspices of the District Nurs meeting Friday at the vestry. Ladies' j j^rs. Leila Turner has returned
Greet cold weather with a binful of D. & H.
lero and Miss Cchen violin with for allowance by Elisha W Pike, Gdn Exrs. Oct. 15. 1940. without bond
ing Association in benefit of the Aid will hold an all way meeting at ' frfm a few days' visit, with her aunt
ESTATE JOSEPHINE BURNS late
MARY E. MESSER, late of Rockland,
Anthracite. And the time to order is right
Luboshutz.
of Rockland, deceased
First and deceased
School Milk Fund. Tickets may be the church Wednesday.
Edward C. Payson of Rock
final
account
presented
for
allowance
b
s
ji
c
Howes
in
Searsmont.
We
feel
vr~y
happy
that
Miss
now before Winter gets the jump on you.
land was appointed Exr.. Oct. 15. 1940,
obtained at tlie Village Shop. Per
A surprise awaited the band of Miss Virginia Light has returned Harris “has made." Curtis. Her by Robert C. Burns, Exr
without bond.
ESTATE WALTER A. LOW. late of
Just call on us and say: “Fill er up!”
formances start at 8 o'clock.
CHARLES D SYLVESTER, late of
young masqueraders who in their to Somerville after a visit at the voice is a soprano cf great beauty Rockland,
deceased.
First and final
deceased. Nellie C. Syl
account
for allowance by Friendship,
round
of
merrymaking
Halloween
Outing Club Banquet
both of quality and expression. She Lizzie E. presented
home of Mrs. Leila Turner.
vester
of Friendship was appointed
Low. Exx.
Exx.. Oct. 15. 1940. without bond.
night visited the home of Rev. and
had
five
years'
study
with
Frank
Mrs.
Aubert.
Leigher
and
daugh

Tlie
date
of
the
fifth
annual
Ban

ESTATE JOHN J. MEEHAN, late of
CALL 487
ELIZABETH FRENCH, late of Thom
quet and Frolic of the Camden Out Mrs. C. V. Overman. Immediately ter Muriel were recent visitors at Bibb before taking up study with Phtladelhphta. Pa . deceased. First aston deceased -Rodney E Jordan
and
flnai account presented for al
upon
tneir
arrival
they
were
invited
'
!hp
],
cmc
c
[
E-j
?O
n
Wellman
and
Leo Revenrk and Mme. Schumann. lowanee
of Thomaston was appointed Admr..
ing Club has been set as Nov. 21
by Andrew Meehan of Phila Oct. 15. 1940. and qualified by filing
Yiis Harris also studied piano for delphia. Pa.. Admr. c.t a
to be held at the Masonic hall, in and a genuine BtOoveen
bond on same date.
followed.
The
Overmans
also
were
ESTATE
ANNIE EI.rZABETH MUR
fni.ny
years
at
the
Peabody
Con

sponsored by the Camden ComAttest:
PHY. late of Thomaston, deceased Pe
hosts
Friday
night
to
the
West
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD.> servatory of Music and plays with tition for Administration, asking that
mandery, Knights Templar. Com
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Register.
Rockport
Christian
Endeavor
Soexquisite artistry. Her fine musi Agnes Murphy McAuliffe of Thomas
mittees and program will be an
WORK WONDERS
132-8-138
or some other suitable person, be
cianship evidences itself in both ton.
nounced.
appointed Admx., without bond.
piano and voice, and the future
At the annual meeting of the notes. Each year reduction in the
ESTATE CLARA |C. WEED, late of
Union,
First and final ac
Outing Club, Harold Corthell was notes has been made, money raUed
TYPEWRITERS should hold something very worth count deceased.
presented for allowance by
while
for
her.
Her
church
position
Maud
M.
Bolster.
Exx.
drafted as General Chairman for at the Annual Supper contributing
AU Malies—Sales—Rentals
is cne of interest—as one of the
ALICE J. COFFIN, late of Camden,
the dinner with all present volun substantially. In October. 1939 notes
ROCKLAND
......1
deceased
Will and Codicils thereto
TYPEWRITER CO. < l.i-ts in Baltimore's foremost and petition for Probate thereof, ask
teering their Help in putting on a totalled $1875 and outslandir. bids
71 Park Stievt
Methodist
Church.
Here
the
soloing that the same may be proved and
$368, while in Octob°T 1941. net s
fine repast and entertainment
Tel. 297-U
allowed and that Jitters Testamentary
VOURIPKVENfWU
Last year $43353 was raised to amounted to $1200 and outit-mding |
Free Typing Course 1 is are augmented by a choir of issue to Silas A. Coffin of Bar Har
js
imethlng
like
40
voices.
Through
bor and Bussell J, QoBui of Wellesley,
i/educy cutstanding construction bills. $100.
Tel. 193
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Nurses Made Merry

OCl ETY.

Half A Hundred Happy Children

Given A Reception

This And That

Halloween Party At Their
Home Was “A Chamber
Of Horrors”

Shrieks ar.d jitters hit high C
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Morse of
Miss Edith Bicknell has returned
Wednesday night when “The
Portland werk visitors in the city to her cottage at Norton Pond,
esterday. Th» editor acknowledges Lincolnville Center for two weeks. Chamber of Horrors,” pit of spooki pleasant call) from Mr. Morse—his
long time friepid.
The circle supper Wednesday
By K. 8 F.
night at Universalist Church will
Mrs. Hugh AJBain and Mis.? Addle have as housekeepers Mrs. E. F.
Snow liae b/en at the Bellevue .J’-rry, chairman. Miss Harriet ParGasoline is SO cents a gallon in
Hotel In Boston, for a few dr %.nalee. Mrs. A. B. Cooper. Sr.. Mrs.
Italy.
Mrs. Bain a(nd maid left for Mi's. E. B. Sleeper, Mrs. Philip Thomas, ,
• • • •
Bain's home .in Riverside, Calif., Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard. Mrs
Carrie
Jacobs
Bond, the brilliant
Thursday, and! Miss Snow returned Ralph L. Smith, Mrs. Lester Sher
song
writer,
not
only wrote the
to Rockland thht day.
man, Mrs. J. F. Burgess. Mrs. J. B.
dom at the Knox Hospital nurses’
words and music for "I Love You
Robinson. Miss Jane Trussell. Miss
Truly,” but also designed the cover
Chapin Class inlets Tuesday night Lillian Nash, Mrs. A. F. Russell. Halloween party, sent chilling
and then helped to sell the song by
tremors
through
its
helpless
vic

Mrs.
Charles
Schofield.
Mrs
Ken

with Mrs. Herbert^ Hall, Summer
singing it to the public.
neth Wiggin, Miss Lucy Rhodes, tims.
street.
A
• • • •
Miss Annie Frost, Mrs. Wilbur
Blindfolded, each person was led
A fibre mat placed under the
Monday night Martina Leeman of Cross and Mrs. John Newman.
throug.i the boiler room at the
rubber mat at your feet will make
216 Limeroek street «entertained
Nurses’ Home, where the touch of
the car's neater more efficient
friends with a Halloween' luncheon
Knox Hospital Auxiliary will clammy wet rubber gloves set
Try «.
and social evening. Those' present meet Tuesday at 2.30 o’clock at
• • • •
nerves a*witter, only to be further
In this group are: John Sylvester, Clifford Cameron. Stanley Newberry. Paul lialligan. F.rik Lundeen
were Arlene Pickett, Joan Look, the Bok home.
Mrs. Bernice Jackson
Jolted on sudden contact wltn a
New
Guinea
has green, black
Carol Ann Wolcott, Louis Folland, Henriella Stiles, Joan Proctor, Margaret Wallace, Meredith Shapiro, Wayne
Ruth Emery. Christine Newhall,
—Photo by Nicholas
w
■■
■
mass
of
soft
jello.
As
if
that
were
Bertha Coombs and Martha Legman
Drinkwater, Donald French, Charles Perry, Earlene Perry, Malcolm Shapiro, George Morton. Jane Perry, and gold varieties of butterflies
Miss Ethel Hayes entertained not enough panic fuel, the stunts June Stiles. Astrid Hendrickson, Nathalie Post, Caroline Howard, Anna Bullard, Elisabeth Brewster, Diane
A lovely reception, given by Fales
and some with wing spread of 11
the hostess.
Wednesday night at a scavenger ran on apace to include walking Cameron, Norma Newberry.
inches. I want to go to Guinea. Circle, Ladles of the G.AiR., was
• • • •
Mrs. B. R Simmons of SoutPy. hunt, with Mr. and Mrs John on a mattress spring and encour.
held last nignt In honor of Mrs.
west Harbor has closed her horjne Mazzeo, Mrs. Helena Ramsdell and tering a rope noose suspended from
“
God
is
a
circle
whose center is Bernice Jackson, department presi
there and is residing in Rocklaipd James Hayes winning prizes. Mrs the ceiling. Good sports all, how
everywhere and its circumference dent of the Ladies of the G.A.R.
Arthur Johnson wen the intelli ever; even an M. D. was noted in
for the Winter.
t
nowhere.” Thus spake Empedocles. The party opened with guests go
gence test. Other guests were Mr. the melee gallantly stumbling
• • • •
ing through the receiving line,
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Harvey
of
Ash
through
the
paces
ar.d
reveling
in
Miss Betty Sukeforth left MoniNov. 17 is the date at Symphony which included Mrs. Jackson and
lay for a vacation spent with hery Point, Mr and Mrs. Buddie Mil merr.ment, as dignity took a holi
Hall, Boston, and Sabbath after her staff, and other officers of
incles, R. R Sukeforth of Bridge J ler, Miss Mary Cross, Miss Sylvia day.
noon is the time for Dorothy May- various organizations from Cam
Hayes.
Edwin
Jones,
Gordon
Bur

Responsible
for
these
sensory
water. Mass., and Ernest Sukeforth
nor's only concert in that city this den. Bil’ast, Waterville, and Bath.
of Middleboro, Mass., and Dr. and gess, Arthur Johnson and Clifford ordeals were a group of student
season.
Among these present were Mar
Refresh nurses whose talents in the ghost
Mrs. H. M. Jones of Quincy, Mass. Richards of Rockport.
• • • •
guerite Miller of Augusta, senior
ments were served, and the party and-goblin field extended to a va
The fastest American airplane is vice president; Florence Staples of
riety of other games also, some
Mrs. E. C. Moran Mrs. Wesley ^attended the Glen Cove dance.
the Grumman Skyrocket which has Belfast, Junior vice president;
less startling but all of them winThurston Mrs. Veda Brown Mrs.
a top speed of more than 400 miles Annie Silke of Bangor, depart
Zelma Dwinal Mrs. Chauncey ) Marjorie Leeman of 216 Limeroek ners in the realm of fun. In the
ment secretary; Mona Nickerson of
an hour.
Keene. Mrs. Rhama Philbrick mem (street, entertained a group of Horror League” were: Misses Mar
• • • •
Belfast, department assistant sec
bers of T Club, Mrs. U. S. Oushee friends at a Halloween frolic Tues garet Osier, Jessie DeCourcy Elea
The Adams apple is the most retary; Nina Ames of Vlnalhaven,
and Mrs. H. O. Heistad of Rockport, day night. Apple bobbing and Hal- nor Goodwin, Eleanor Cameron,
sensitive part of the human body, department treasurer; Natalie Mul
motored -to Waterville Wednesday ljoween games were played. After Virginia Goodell and Helen Stover
holland of Waterville, department
according to authorities.
o hear Mrs Franklin D. Roosevelt refreshments were served the I Preliminary students arranged
• • • •
counselor.
ecture on ’’Youth Problems.” The guests enjoyed a spooky ghost walk the decorative phases with lavish
Ruth Robinson of Waterville, de
Motor trarsiport statisticians say
activity was held in the auditorium ,
the attic where two witches gave use of orange and black streamers,
the auto Industry Is responsible partment historian; Eva Ervin of
)f the new Waterville High School, (/them favors and candy. Those Jack o’ Lanterns and other season
directly or indirectly for oce- Wood'ords. past national officer of
which held a capacity audience of .'present were Robert Macintosh. al motifs. In this garish setting
the Counsel of Administration; Ida
sever.th of all pay envelopes.
everal thousand persons.
Mrs. •Richard Macintosh. Paul Halligan, I the company of 35 funsters paused
• • • •
Goodwin of Waterville, past de
ROOMWtt a talk was followed by a Richard Pease, William Pease. Ron- in their gambols to indulge in pa5-niinute open forum during which ild Pease, Janice Stanley, Joan Ed- late pleasers as tasty as they were
Fish are mere suspicious of a partment president; Ada Payson
many pertinent questions were put Wards, Annie Wood, Charles Wood. J varied ar.d attractive. Miss Marmotionless diver than one who of Camden, president of Joel Keyes
Grant Circle; Gladys Murphy,
o the ’ Fir t Lady,’ whose sincerity Gloria Wood. Helen Fickett, Bev garet Adams, dietitian, and Miss }
sways with the currents.
• • • •
president of Edwin Libby Relief
ind knowledge of the subject made erly Fickett, Greta Nelson. William Nellie E. Button, assistant super
Neil Fogg. William Raynes. Betty Staples, John Hughes, Barbara Clark, Marie Lewis. Phyllis Shute Den
deep impression on her hearers. ,'Wood and Marjorie the hostess. intendent. were in charge of the Perry, Sally Cameron, Sandra Perry, Billy Srhofield. Evelyn Perry. Ruth Bowley, Joan Ross, Ann Ross. Mona
Foods in the low-cost group, Corps; Lir.a Carroll, president of
Ruth M J h.w Teat. D.U V ; Ber
'Arlene Fickett and Martha Leeman refreshments which were supple- Joyce. Cecile Dow, Marilyn Spear, Greta Nelson, Lulu Nystrom, Richard Senter, Richard Freeman, Donald such as cabbage and onions, are
nice Hatch, president of Auxiliary
Visit Lucien K. Green * Son toj assisted.
I mented by a generous quantity of Marsh.
rich in health giving vitamins.
to Anderson Camp; Mary Dins
• • • •
Purs; BurdeU's Dress Shop ffa
a popular beverage contributed by
more. president of American Le
Oresses. Complete stocks always
Ruth Mayhew Tent will sponsor a local bottling concern.
Canada has 10 sugar refineries.
gion Auxiliary.
in hand. New merchandise coming a beano party at Grand Army hall [ All Hallows Eve—yes; and All
Miss Earlene Perry, daughter of
How many has the United States?
n every day at moderate,' prices. Monday, at 2.15. Supper at 6.j Happy Eves—yes again.
• • • •
< Mrs. Elizabeth Vir.al presided,
1 Mi', and Mrs. Earle C. Perry, and
and called on many important
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, Priscilla Smith, chairman. At 7.3? J
------------------Charles Perry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
The first Christmas cards made guests in the audience, as well as
School street Rockland.
107-tf the regular meeting. It is expectMrs. Cora Coombs of Islesboro lias M B perry, were hosts Thursday
in this country were the product the officers In the receiving line.
ed that the Department President peen called here by the illness of her 1 j„ht j the barn at the pPrrv resj.
of Louis Prang in 1874.
George Melzard of Hath, Depart
Mrs. Evelyn Bunker of Franklin son.
— "
■- —
• • • •
Byron, who Is
at •*-the «■
Knox 1
dence on Limeroek street, at a Halment Commander of the S.U.V was
will make her effleial visit at this Hospital.
Someone has pointed out that present, also Gardiner Regers.
_____
j loween masquerade party, a Jolly
meeting. Officers will wear white
the task of education is the de County Commander ar.d Earle Al
A gala event was the Hallcween affair with favors of whistling birds,
as there will be work on one can
velopment in each individual of den. department vice commander
costume party held by the N Y.A all Jcinds of noisemakers and
didate.
the iullest possible ut.detstai ding of American Legion.
Girls of Project 18-Y, Thursday whistles. Decorations were espe
of himself. One wonders IS edu
The program w*as in charge of
Mrs. W. Scott Cleveland of Port night at their work room. Com- cially attractive In the holiday mod*,
cation hasn't a bit to do with Mrs. Jacksons cider daughter. Miss
land, who has been the guest of | munity Building The Girls’ Club bright colored balloons, orange and
broadening one's viewpoint on life Edith Jackson and was received
her niece. Mrs. C. H.Morey has re- of Rockland High School and its
in general with a hope to better with much applause. Mrs. Jennie
black streamers, red apples on
turned to herhome at HotelSher- leader. Mrs. Ruth B Spear, were
conditions about him?
Pietroski, with her fine voice sang
wood.
special guests of the N Y A. group brings. «hoste and whatnot- CoJRelieve Misery of Gilds
• • • •
“America the Beautiful” and 'God
-------Autumn leaves and pumpkins, with tumes Includedeverything,pirates,
Improved Vicks Way
An cld proverb comes to mind Bless America," accompanied on
A pretty Halloween party was held ; ,he tracjitional black cats, decorat- 1 skeletons, sultans, Charlie McCarIf your child Is miserable with
“Where the m>ind inclines, the feet the piano by her daughter Miss
Wedneday
night
by
members
of
the
j
pd
t
^
e
u.Y.A.
room.
The
decorathys,
jockeys,
beyond
description.
muscular soreness or tightness,
lead.” That may be taken with a Helen Pietro:ki. and on the violin
spells of coughing or irritation
Catholic Women's Club, in the bas?- tjons were in charge of Miss Ar.nie I a. feast of hot dogs, cracker jack,
bit of the salt of education.
j by Miss Alice Barton. Frank Young
from a cold—you’ll welcome the
ment of St. Bernard s Church Brock, informality was the key- peanuts, apples, fudge, frosted
relief a “VapoRub Massage”
gave
two
pleasing
trumpet
Games were played, and community note
party Games were In | doughnuts, orange pop and gum
brings.
Penguins are very delightful for solos, accompanied by Mrs. Faith
singing with Mrs. Jane Foley at theI Charge 0( ^iss Mildred G Ferrin i rounded out small tummys, and
With this more thorough treat pets. They are so ucconscicnely Berry, who also accompanied Miss
piano. Delicious refreshments were pjrst prize for best costume, Wil- I games were played to music furment. the poultlce-and-vapor
fun-v in their actions ar.d ir.ter- Bertha McIntosh in vocal solos.
action of Vicks VapoRub more
served by the committee. Mrs. Ar- i jjejmina T pOgg; seccr.d. or honor- j nished by Mr. and Mrs. A1 Marsh,
estli.. ‘o study.
effectively PENtTMTES Irritated air
A feature of the entertainment
lene
DoheAy
was
chairman,
and
[
mention
Ruby
EUiotf
first
'
who
were
also
in
costume.
Assist• • • •
passages with soothing medicinal
was the singing of “Dear O.A.R.
was assisted by Mrs. Exxy Perry
funniest costume. Arlene
Mrs. M B Perry were Mrs. Earle
vapors... STIMULATES chest and
Cha rat—.' is mostly built out of of the U S A.” for the first time in
Mrs. Beatrice Lawson. Mrs. Leonise £
. second or honoray men. Perry, Mrs, W. S Cameron
back like a warming poultice or
conditions of life and circum public, by Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost,
plaster... STARTS relieving misery
Delano.
Mrs.
Jean
Chisholm,
Mrs
o
,
enys
Judges
Spear
|
right away! Results delight even
stances that surround one.
The hosts, Charles Perry and Miss Earlene Perry
w.10 sang beautifully the song,
Florence McCarty, Mrs. Foley. Mrs. were Miss Maud Hall and Mrs. Ruth
old frlendjs of VapoRub.
• • • •
words and music written by Mrs.
Mildred O'Donnell. Mrs. Molly
TO GET a “VapoRub Massage”
the
The metric system of weights
garnetVere ^ump'kin^game1^ MilTlle s:e€Per Bible Class will meet, Miss Mabel Spring arrived home MRS. C'HARLfS D. LINDSEY
Grace Winslow, especially for Mrs.
with all its benefits - massage
Wynne, and the Misses Mildred
and
measures
is
used
In
27
of
the
VapoRub for 3 minutes on IM
Jlis. Berry
Sweeney. Mary Browne and Mary dren Perrin- Name the Place Edith I Mcnda>’ with Mrs. A. B. Norton on from a short stay in Boston and Fall 1 The death of Mrs. Nettie (Crock- 48 principal countries of the world. Jackson’s reception.
PORTANT RIB-AREA OP BACK
played the piano accompaniment,
River on the evening train Thursday ett) umjsej, occurred very suddenly
Johnson. The next meeting, Nov. Gray; Hanging Apples. Barbara ! Mechanic street.
• • • •
as well as throat and chestspread a thick layer on chest,
14, will be a business meeting.
■What is really lacking In Knox ar.d Mr. Yeung played the obliga
Rogers; Peanut Hunt, Rosalie HarSunday night at 10.15.
cover with a wanned cloth, be
The
Junior
Women
s
Club
will
I
Mrs.
Curtis
E.
Goodwin
and
Hospital
is the fact that there are to. and the singer and composer
vey
Musical
Chairs,
first
prize,
SURE to use genuine, time-tested
She had attended Sunday School
Next
week,
while
they
last,
we
^VICKS VAPORUB.
so many persons in Knox County alike were applauded to the echo.
Shirley Firth, and second prize, meet Monday night at the home of daughter Kendra are spending next
Mrs. Jackson was presented with
are closing out one lot of dresses Mildred Ferrln; and Sniff. Sniff, 5 Mrs. Elzada North cn Ocean street, week at Bath with Mrs. Goodwin’s and had been about all day, and who do not appreciate hew fine tt
at $2 each. Alfreda Perry, 7 Lime- Annie Brocks. Assorted sandwiches, The program will be divided into parents. Mr. and Mrs. William J : called on her neighbors until 9 30 Is. Every doctor In Knox County many beautiful gifts, nnd in her
giacious manner thanked her offi
rock street.
fortune cakes, devil's fdod cakes, two parts, "Life in a Girl’s Summer Paisley, while Mr. Goodwin is cn j At 10 she called her daughter Mrs. should know’ of all its excellence in
cers and friends.
hot coffee, ice cream, and Hal Camp" will be reviewed by Miss a hunting trip in the Becdir.gton i Saunders saying she was Hl. Ten every line. Public Interest should
Refreshments were sprved, bring
Sunday and Monday
You can adjust the four double- loween candies were served buffet Mary Lawry and a recent book will woods.
not
wait
for
illness
to
take
account
minutes later when Mrs. Saunders
acting hydraulic shock absorbers on style. Mrs. Fogg, supervisor of the be reviewed by Miss Emma Harding.
of this institution of vital worth irg the delightful affair to a close.
’-he new 1941 Ford cars to obtain project, had charge of the tables,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis N. Hooper and the doctor arrived, her condi to the community.
any kind of ride you prefer. A sim assisted by the Misses Marion Free
« • • •
JANE WITHERS
A Halloween party that took the I
"turned to their home on tion was beyond medical assistance
plified, wide-range adjustment is man and Annie Brooks. Miss Elliott, form of a surprise housewarming Camden street after having spent
DN nigPL AV A1
Eldest
daughter
of
Capt.
Oscar
A
Chinese
provinces
are making
in
diem p 01 i k 1
Provided.
dressed in a gay nineties costume, was held in honor of Mr. and Mrs. several months at their former and Eliza (Canni Crockett, she was motor fuel from vegetable oils and i
home in Martinsville. During their bdin at Ash Point Dec 22, 1868 that is something again.
furnished
music.
Miss
Elliott
played
Vaino
A.
Johnson
Thursday
night,
•YOUTH WILL
• • • •
on a guitar.
at their Claremont street apartment. stay, they observed their 35th wed and lived there until she moved to
Jimmy,
to
the
grocer: "I want
ding
anniversary
in
the
home
of
.-TUES.
Rockland
in
1906.
She
Joined
the
Games and stunts rounded out the
BE SERVED”
evening’s program, and luncheon which they were married. They were Baptist Church at Ash Point 35 to buy a nickel’s worth of bird j
with
was served. Guests were Mr. and happily surprised by a shower of' years ago, but later, through letter seeds, Mr. Mason.”
Mr. Mason: “How’ many birds
Mrs. Ralph Clarke, Mr. and Mrs. more than 60 congratulatory cards, • became a member of the First BapG
a
A
a
HI
c
s
JANE DARWELL
I Clifford OUver Mr'and Mrs Scott together with many gifts which list Church in this city. She was have you. Jimmy?”
! Melvin Mr and Mrs. John Mazzeo. were S'™4* appreciated.
Mr. married to Mr. Lindsey in 1889 and
Jimmy: “I haven't any I just :
Mr and Mrs Manuel Winchen- HocPer. who has been in ill health j since his death in January cf this wanted to grew some.”
Sperial Children’s Matinee
1 baugh Mr and Mrs Arthur John-,stoce last Winter' suffered a shock >rar' had ’’xperlenccd a loneliness
THEATRE
, .
.
Camden
•
,c, KjI
The oldest known American trees
Natale in
from which he has Par"
which she never recovered,
Monday. 4.00 P. M.—10c
son. Mios Ruth Ward
ri and
und nrxnrcm
w/nd
ir
tiallY recovered but is still in a
Mrs. Lindsey waa a very devoid are the redwoods found only In the
George
Wood.
Jr.
fondltlon
Christian
and
will
be
greatly
missed
SATURDAY. NOV. 2
Sierra Nevada Mountains and at
Last Times Today
------by her many friends, especially her tain an age of 5.000 years and
Tuesday-Wednesday
A colorful Halloween party was
A very enjoya),ie Christian En- neighbors with whom she has in- more.
The California redwoed
Cisco Kid returns to fight, love
held Thursday night at the home deavor
w#a he]d at thp
glory!
terchanged many kindnesses.
trees never attain an age of over
of Russell Turner. Old County saptist vestry Wednesday evening
She is survived by two sons—Allan 2,000 years and rarely that.
“GAY CABALLERO”
• • • •
Halloween everything was C Lindsey of Braintree, Ma s. and
Cesar Romero
Sheila Ryan ' road. Appreciate color schemes j
were used in the decorations, and | arranged accordingly. The decora- Arthur W. Lindsey of Camden; a
“For what avail the plough or
plus
DON
Renfrew of the Mounties gets his various games and the singing of , tjons were cf Laurel leaves, corn daughter—Mrs. Pauline L. Saun sail or land or life, if freedom fail?”
popular songs rounded cut the
chinese lanterns and fes- ders of this city: two sisters--Mrs said the thoughtful Emerson and
man. in
i
happy
evening,
ending
with
the
tcons
of
orange and black. Games Jessie L. Robbins of Rockland, and never should the world hark to
BETTY
“YUKON FLIGHT”
Helmi ancj stunts brought much merriment Mrs Helen A. Coffey of Ash Point; that question more than today.
James Newell, Louise Stanley I serving of refreshments.
• • • •
Macki and Leland Turner played
Kent Stanley the most brtl- a brother—Capt. Ix>uls A. Crockett
plus
CARMEN
1 several accordion selections. Guests iUnt on "Hashed Fruits,” while Pas- of Rockland; 12 grandchildren, four
Charles F. Kettering one of tliis
“Terry and the Pirates” present were the Misses Geneva tor. MacDonald was outstanding in great grandchildren and 13 niece.'- country's ca.ptatr.s of finance, says.
Chapter 4
"As a nation we have ample re
Thurston, Helmi Johnson. Hazeb "bobbing for apples" and “tin can and nephews.
’HARLOTTE
On the Stage, Evening Only
Curtis, Edith Elwell. Helmi Macki. balance.”
The refreshments of
Services were held Thursday at sources to provide employment for
greenwood
I Elaine Risteen. Alice Lind, Doro- pumpkin pie, doughnuts, punch and the home 43 Brewster street. Rev. all our people who want to work
Philbrook Hill Billies
J. CARRCji NAISH • HENRY
SONGS
FUN GALORE
STEPHEfsON • KATHARINE
! thy Johnson. Shirley Curtis, Oer- can(jies were served. The commlt- J. Charles MacDonald officiating. and are able to work. ' This is
GREAT
As Low
ALDRIDG:. LEONID KINSKEY
! trude Suomela, Arlene Robbins, tee were congratulated on the suc- There were many beautiful floral what Wendell Willkie has been
SUN.-MON., NOV. 3-4
SONGS!
CHR5.FIN MARTIN
As
Frances
Johnson,
Glen
Turner,
ces
s
the
occasion.
Those
prestrying
to
inform
the
general
pub

tributes,
and
a
large
attendance
5
<tnh#ry-FoK Picture
The laughable, lovable hillbilly
Esther Johnson, and Donald Cur- ent were; Rev. J. C. MacDonald,' The bearers were three grandsons lic and get seme pride into the
Pilgrim brand in weights from
JUDY CANOVA
tis, Albert Lind, Charles Jones, j
anci
Maynard Ames, Kay J Donald and Robert Saunders and many who are not so sure they
NOW PLAYING
medium to extra, extra heavy;
cotton,
part wool and all wools.
Paul
Korhonen,
Donald
Bergren,
,
Blackman,
Cora
Dorr.
Audrey
Carj
Allan
C.
Lindsey
Jr.,
and
a
nephew,
want
to
work
if
the
government
“
SCATTERBRAIN
”
RAMPARTS WE WATCH”
Tony Frankowski, Douglass Mer- I ron . Dorothy Sylvester, Berniecc! Fred C. Lindsey Jr. Burial was in will look after them.
Alan Mowbray. Ruth Donnelly
Speedy delivery to our office
or your home. A email
• • • •
rill, Sam Cochran, Arvo Korhonen Stanley, Barbara Perry, Virginia 1 the Ash Point cemetery.
charge. No C. O. D. fee.
TUESDAY, NOV. 5
'Grandpa. I saw something this
and the host, Leland Turner.
Egan, Shirlene McKinney, Grade !
------------------Encyclopedia Night, Vol. 3
-------Blethen, Muriel Adams, Kent Stan- I Mr and Mrs. Austin Nelson en- morning running across the kit
SEARS. ROfBUCK ANO,CO
You can still start your set
Children’s Matinee
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will cele- ley. Milton Wooster, Ervin Wooster tertained at their home Friday chen floor without any legs. What
Don't Miss
892
brate Tuesday night Its 50th birth- Willis Hurd, John Perry, Osmond r.ight at bowling. Music was pro- do you guess tt was?”
“CAPTAIN CAUTION"
Wednesday. 4.00 P. M.—10c
Grandpa: “Child, you should not
Week Days,
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
I day anniversary. All Rebekahs Palmer Jr.. Ansel Young, Lewis vided by the Babbldge boys. Those
Victor Mature.
Louise Platt
Sundays
3.00, 6.30. 8.30
are invited, especially older mem- 1 Tatham, Albert Mills, Douglas Mills, present were Mr. and Mrs. Arnold say such thing*. Always speak
bers. Supper will be served, and : Joe Mills, Kenneth Mlgnault, David Anderson, Miss Mary Paladlno, Miss the truth.”
Coming: “Brigham Young,
433 Main $L Tel. 1380
Frontiersman."
Orandchtld: “I do, Orandpa It
a program will be in charge of Dorr, Lloyd Snow’deal, Richard Marie Hilt, Arnold Nelson, Frank
COURIEP-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Mrs. Flora Po§t,
i Brown and Kenneth Hooper,
j Babbidce end..-rihraCenagabbidge. was water,”
WQB& wqnpers
!ly planned to go to U

_ .juier,
If Childs Young

su

COMIQUt

AMECHE

G CA B L E

MEN’S WINTER
WEIGHT SUITS

MIRANDA

53c

Strand §

J
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

Has Been Busy

THE LYRIC MUSE

-

Margaret Chase Smith
Speaks For Willkie In
Several States

At

An Informal pictorial history of steam navigation In Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

Maine’s first Congresswoman,
Margaret Chase Smitlri. has been
contributing to the Willkie cam
paign by numerous Speaking ap

(By Oliver R. Hamlin)

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
WORTH WHILE RIXOGMTION
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day s news from
Prom the national magazine of
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
poetry. "Kaleidograph.” where lt
held first-page position, this selec
tion by one of The Lyric Muse’s
vacation and Mrs. Sterling were
frequent contributors. Stephen Allen GREAT Dl'CK ISLAND
dinner guests Tuesday evening at
Jatnes
Freeman
has
returned
Lavender of Thomaston, is here
from eight days leave which was the home of W. C. Dow in Port
reprinted:
spent with his family at Jones land.
TO Al’TVMN
Jack Robinson is enjoying flying
boro.
When Boress ba, run away from horns
at the Portland Airport where he
TO nip the one aUil-cllngtng apple
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann on
thin
receives flying instructions dally.
In the wild, pasture trea. freezing ua Mr. Freeman's return left on eight
Mrs. R. T. Sterling was guest
foam
days' leave. Mrs Mann to stay at Sunday at the home of Mr. and
And sprinkling hoarfrost on Its wiz
thelr home at Spruce Head for the
ened akin:
Or urges on some boy at night, (be Winter. Mr. Mann returned to the Mrs. Charles Sterling and Misses
Elizabeth and Marion Sterling of
hind
A rim of orange Jowls and yellow station Tuesday.
Peaks Island.
eyas.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Beal made a
Morrill
Peabody
entertained
Smelling of candle-blackened pump
kin rind.)
trip to Rockland Friday on busi friends Wednesday night at the
TO All the air with howls and
ness.
Light.
witching cries:
This is Steamer Pentagoet which took the lonely road through a long, drab career and even in her final bid Or prompts the sleep.eyed scholars
Tender Hibiscus landed coal at
Guests at the home of R. T. Ster
morning trudge
for glory had the misfortune to shine unseen, due to the far greater importance of the Portland disaster. TO poke
ling last week were Mr. and Mrs.
and hear the crash of elfln this station Tuesday.
Photo from Ethel Vfford Griffin of Union.
glsas
James Freeman has sold his lob Charles Sterling. Misses Elizabeth
That webs the hoof-holes ln the froaen
and Marion Sterling of Peaks Island
sludge
included some new machinery and. Mark L. Ingraham. Capt. Joseph
No. 71
ster boat to McKinley parties.
And scuff horse-chestnuts sunken In
To this day Rockland's most significantly, was valued at $18,000 C was next. Capt. Charles next
the grass
James Freeman bought a house and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling of
Rumford.
Weil, then I know that Fall has ln Joneeboro recently.
costly tragedy of the sea measured by her owners when lost. Alter and then the youngsters. Capt.
come to Maine.
Capt. Walter Edgar Scott of Deer
in human lives, the loss of Steamer rebuilding she ran for a consider Otis Ingraham, nearly a half hour
Ano feel I an. that scholar-boy
Isle, in his "Why I Like The Cou
Pentagoet. Nov. 27, 1898, is over able time on the Rockland-Swans older than his young twin brother
PORTLAND HE.AD
Stephen Allen Lavender
rier-Gazette" strikes the nail on
shadowed and all but forgotten due Island run and made a few trips Capt. Orris R Ingraham. Both
R T. Sterling recently enter the head for many devoted readers
X X X X
Otis and Orris shared the same
to the much greater shock of the to Vlnalhaven.
tained on a motor ride Mrs. W. C. of the home paper. Really there ls
With
ISLB OF BIRX HKs
The deep water run from Rock middle name. Robinson.
catastrophe involving the great side
Dow, Mrs F. O. Hilt and Mrs. Ster hardly a line escapes our eyes.
(For The Courier-Oazette 1
wheeler Portland on the same land to New York was quite an first initials the same much con
ling.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and Miss Ma
date.
Coloquially the Novem other matter from a 30-mlle trip fusion resulted, so finally Capt. The Island rises in the lake.
Keeper and Mrs A J Beal of rion Sterling attended the Civic
the shore the rough waves
ber hurricane of 1898 is re to Swans Island, and her new Otis shook his middle name right j And on
break
White Head Light called Sundav Theatre ln Portland Wednesday
ferred to as “the storm in which owners, the Manhattan Steamship off the family tree and was there- i While lar above the spruces height
on F. O. Hilt and family
afternoon.
the Portland was lost" or at best, Co., found crews not too anxious after plain "Capri Otis ” It was ; The birches wave aa lf In (right
Tlie Sterlings were entertained
In morning when the lake le blae
We hear Keeper and Mrs. A. B.
“the November gale when the to man her. Most of her personnel he who attained greatest fame of ’ With
sunlight splendor shining
at dinner Monday evening at the Mitchell both recently ln a hospi
Portland and Pentagoet found signed up in order to secure better the distinguished group, winning }
through.
home of Mr and Mrs Robert Ster tal are convalescing in thelr heme
birches flash thelr smile ot goldberths on the fleet of six new ships top honors in the lusty swash , The
ered.”
And whisper to the sun. Behold1
ling Jr. in Portland.
at Port Point Light. Best wishes
The fact remains that the little the company had building in 98 buckling days of Civil War steam- [ Our leaves are failing softly down
Oeorge Cloudman and Arthur and a speedy recovery to both.
kr.cwn steamer pictured above was Interestingly, the story is still told boating and afterward becoming And we shall lose our golden crown."
The radio is indispensable these
night sweeps down the moan- Harlow of South Portland called
bound for Rockland with a Rock of Oai Stinson of Swans Island, a commodore of the celebrated Bos- ' When tains
Monday on the Hilts.
high
days and we wonder lf there were
land master, several local officers canny forbear of the present gen ton-Bar.gor side wheel fleet of great , And bids the lake ln quiet lie.
Merrill Peabody attended the the many silent Tuesday noon when
The birches rise above the blue
and a Christmas cargo largely con eral manager of the V 6c R Steam white flyers.
Ahd let thelr silver light shine
atre ln Portland recently.
the first conscription lottery numsigned to Rockland merchants boat Co., Basil H Stinson, who
through
R. T Sterling who ls enjoying a er was drawn.
Maurice P Hill
The old ship was the tomb of 16 threw up his Job on the last fate
The last seen of Pentagoet waa
Millinocket
men. the greatest marine disaster in ful trip, allowing that “the stick when she spoke Highland Light ln i
X X X X
Rockland's history, taking with ain't worth tlie candle.''
the slowly gathering storm of Nov.
SOUTH THOMASTON
TO MARY KLLBN
In spite of her detractors, Pen 27. With orders to hug the coast j
her ln her plunge to the ocean’s
(For The Courier-Oazette]
------Edwin Tyler who has been conit
almost
passes
belief
that
no
j
tagoet
was
considered
a
good
sea
depths Capt. Orris R. Ingraham,
die
one of the members of Rocklands boat and made her long runs with ; trace of the ship or her 160 tons j To
Knox
County
Represented
flred
t0 his hcme by iUness- “
For me ia naught but gain.
celebrated family of steamboat cap clocklike regularity all her final J of cargo was ever found. Hope To leave behind all grief and pain.
At
Phoenix
Lodge
Instal“
™ved
greet again dear ones above.
tains. Not a trace of the freighter year, weathering many storms was not abandoned for a month. To
And see the Master that I love;
lation
In
Belfast
A
su
Lpri*MrsWrtAnnie
!Kto’r Dennison
,was
was ever discovered and the de when the Boston-Bangor liners re ' owners and relatives of the crew, To hear His voice o'er tumult wild.
____ _
given by
work ls done: come home, my
tails and whereabouts of her sink mained in harbor. Pentagoet was ’ members hoping against hope that "Thy child."
Every regular seat and many Monda> ri«ht' M« Ruth Browr.
ing will in all probability, never not licensed to carry passengers. she would show up at Bermuda or It Is to gain HLs greatest prize—
extra chairs were needed for the belng the honor 8Uest Members
Eternal
life
ln
Paradise
be known.
She had the additional advantage some distant port.
She was To die
members of Phoenix Lodge and of the Beano Oang and
Farm
* • • •
of an extraordinarily capable navi | equipped with two sails and proQ M R
their guests at the semi-public in- Bureau *ere invited. 19 being presThoms ston
Pentagoet was always one of gator in the person of Captain In I visions and food stuffs in her cargo
stallation held in Masonic Hall in ent Mrs Bro™ received many
X X X X
Saturday's children, in the eyes of graham. He had spent nearly 50 would have lasted her crew for
Belfast Monday night.
beautiful gifts, also a birthday
COMPENSATION
local seafarers. Built as the rev years as pilot and master, handling many months. In the opinion of
The formal program was opened cake made bv Mrs. Dennison. ReI For The Courier-Oazette (
enue cutter Oeorge M. Bibb for such well known ships as the City her owners she was pooped by a
with George P. Thompson. Worthy freshments were served and the
Little fauite and fancies
service on the Oreat Lakes, she of Richmond. Sagadahock. ex Star huge sea and plunged almost In
Master; Austin J Fernald, secre-1 evening was passed playing beano,
Our little kindly acta
came here rejected tor further ser of the East. Valencia, and several tact to the bottom. The explanaCool and warm us human*
tary and Harold W. Kelley, organ- I Mrs Prances Norton received flrst
In this our world of facte.
vice by the government and bear of the great Pall River liners as ■ tion of the lack of wreckage is
1st ln charge.
, Prize.
John Harsen Rhoades
ing the unhappy odor a “laker” pilot. He was master of the Nan- J shown in the picture: a hull boat.
New York City
Rt Wor. Hugh Adrian Tuttle of Ra„,. n-„
always holds in the esteem of a tasket liner Rose Standish when I propeller, with almost no deck
Belfast was assisted in the impres
X X X X
salt water sailor. She was built in she was rammed and sunk in Bos houses to go by the board in a sea.
sive installation by Rt. Wor. Louis , Attendance totalled 60 at the
THANKSGIVING
1863 for the government which ton harbor and prior to taking the and little to float clear except her
A Walker of Rockland and W Le- i Pe°Pks Church Sunday when this
[For The Courier-Oazette]
places her age at 34 years when Pentagoet was captain of the boats.
man Oxton cf West Rockport Wor.' program was presented:
Out
among
the
echoing
pine*
she cleared from New York for Vlnalhaven.
Of the 16 men who perished in Midst all the roar of weatnei
Alfred G. Bruce acted as Grand I PreIude: call to worship; hymn.
Rockland and Eastport on Nov. 26
Capt. Orris was the youngest of the Pentagoet disaster, four came One finds the nests of winging birds Chaplain and Rt. Wor. Elbert G Por the Beauty of the Earth";
Bereft
of
song
and
feather
in 1898 That is plenty age for a six sons in this remarkable Rock from this area Capt. Ingraham
Moulton of Brooks as Orand Stew- ' prayer' Willing Workers; Lord's
boats stored for Winter's
wooden hulled steamer.
land family, every last man of the 1 and first officer Maynard F. Web Pleasure
ard.
I Pr«yer. congregation.
care.
She was of 332 gross tons; 1282 1 six being a steamboat captain, and ster from Rockland. 2nd officer Bathers no more ln rapture
The r.ew officers are: Worshipful ' Primary Class. Mrs Miriam
Dashing ln breakers on the shore
feet long; 23 feet beam and 16.7 all held in high esteem. Strangely C. H. Poland from Friendship, as Filling
Master. Walter J Staples; Senior j Cline, teacher, Our Church and
the air with laughter
feet deep with an estimated engine enough there were two pairs of sistant engineer James Gilmore
Warden, Homer B Kelley; Junior} 2nd s Care_ ForUs'; poems, Bible
Shlvera creeping along the spine
capacity of 250 horsepower. She twins in the sextette. The eldest from Stonington, one seaman from Brisk winds' prickles assail us
Warden, Thomas E Parker; Secre Verses. "The Chickadee's Songwas rebuilt at the South Marine was Capt. David H. Ingraham, and Bangor and the remaining 11 from Hurrying feet through the frosty
tary. Austin J. Fernald; Treasurer, hymn. “Jesus Loves Me’ ; Junior
vines.
Railway at a cost of $10,000 which his twin brother became Capt. New York.
Nothing we let delay ua.
Wor. Roy E. Young; Senior Deacon. Class, Mrs. Flora Baum, teacher.
Vernon L. Hardy; Junior Deacon, J /Building a Sunday School." verses
I Summer has fled ln wake of chill
Autumn s too short for cur pleasure; 8purgeon
K Benjamin; Senior by all the girls; hymn. “What a
ticipate in PS.A.'s individual loan ' All we have of the warmer dav*
i We bold ln our hearts and treasure. Steward, Fullerton N. Morgan; Priest in Jesus.” played by Ava
program.
Individual FS.A. loans are made ! Yet. when the wintry blasts doth veil Junior Steward, Ralph H. Robert Wiggin and sung by the class.
world with cloak of ermine
Prayers, Mrs Bernice Sleeper and
son ;Chapiain, Wor. Horace M.
for such purposes as the pure has® j The
Failure Of It Responsible
The truth of fulfillment plants ln
Ralph T. Viola Explains of
Cocmbs; Tyler, William H. Bray; Mrs. Cline; instrumental response;
seed. feed, fertilizer, livestock Our souls fortitude ln sermon
For World Conditions,
How a Vexed Problem
Organist, Wor. Harold W Kelley; Adult Class, Mrs. Ella Watts
and small equipment. These loans Then comes our prayer of Thanksgiving
Says Bishop Brewster
Marshal. Cornelius J. Whitcomb; teacher; Beginners Class. Miss
May Be Answered
are always made to carry out farm 1' For peace
and good will on land
and home management plans which [ As blessings ln league with our faith Trustees. Wor. Oeorge W. Scott; Marjorie Sleeper, 'Our Church and
Bishop Benjamin Brewster of the ' Small-farm operators
handi have been carefully worked out by [ And golden tomorrows at hand
Wor. Roy E. Young and Austin J. God's Care For Us"; hymn, '"Praise
Protestant Episcopal Diocese of' capped by an Increasing shortage the farm families with PS A. super
_
K. 8 F.
Him." congregation; ’What Sun
Fernald.
Rockland.
Maine, home after a month's ab
The following is a list of out-of- day School Means to Me," Miss
visors. Cooperative Service loans
of
good
farm
hands
will
find
an
X X X X
sence expressed special satisfaction
town guests: Wor. Byron Heath of Louise Butler, superintendent; off
may be worked into these plans
motherhood
at the action of the Triennial Oen answer to their problem ln the for the joint use of the more ex
Pownal Lodge of Stockton, Master; ering and response; Willing Work
(For The Courier-Oazette]
eral Convention of the denomination Community and Cooperative Ser pensive services and equipment.
Wor. Henry Allen of Eureka Lodge ers Class, Mrs. Ermine Tyler,
Love, boundless as eternal seas
in an advance step for the mission vices program of the Parm Secur
of Tenant's Harbor. Master; Wor. teacher, "Jesus' Boyhood and Early
Those
who
desire
further
infor

Wisdom
of
the
ages
work represented in the Forward ity Administration, lt was ex mation on Community and Co
Blended in a human heart
Harland Pattershall and Mrs. Har- Training"; hymn, “O Master Workplained by Ralph T. Viola. PSA
Movement.
Rose B Hupper
land Pattershall. Worthy Patron! man of the Race"; Scripture,
operative Services program of the
Tenants
Harbor
Supervisor
for
Hancock,
Knox
and
"Tne General Convention was
and Worthy Matron of the Eastern ' Harold Wiggin with response by
Parm
Security
Administration,
may
an inspiration because of its vision Waldo counties.
Star at Brooks; Wor. and Mrs. Fred J class in unison.
“With our rural youth being get in touch with Mr. Viola at the
of the foreign mission and other
Chilles of Eureka Ledge, Tenant's ' Young Peoples Class. Mrs. BerFSA
office
in
the
First
National
work of the Church,” commented drawn into expanding mills and
Harbor, Past Master; Mr. and Mrs. nice Sleeper, teacher. "The Lord
Bank
Building,
Belfast,
Maine.
the Bishop. "The world is in its training camps, more and more
Walter E. Staples of Rockland; , Our Help"; "Our Church." Miss
How They Are Faring At John Kcllenberger of Rcckland; I Hazel Lane, religious director; conpresent condition because of its farmers find that they can’t run
failure to believe ln God," he added, their farms efficiently without cer ASH POINT
Ft.
McKinley As Told By Mrs. Louis A. Walker of Rockland; : secration prayer, read ln unison
as he pointed to the Forward Move- tain machinery, and yet they can
Mrs. George Hurd is visiting her
Our
Staff Correspondent Robert Downing of Bangor; Frank by congregation; hymn. “Stand Up
enlarging its proposed support of not afford to buy lt singlehanded," sister, Mrs. Margaret Atkins at
P. Mudgett, Brooks; Dr. and Mrs. For Jesus"; goodbye. Idabelle Wigmission work as a symptom of the Mr. Viola added. "Moreover,” he Camden,
| Hoyt ("Papa ") Emery has taken Leach of Tenant’s Harbor; Parker gin; benediction.
Christian Church's renewed efforts said, “small acreage by itself does
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hinckley and ■ a sudden interest in hanging around Merriam. Camden; Mrs. Bert Lowell
for this and other spiritual service. not usually Justify the purchase of children are visiting Mr. and Mrs. jthe barracks and taking particular and Mrs Leman Oxton. Rockport
From Kansas City, where Bishop certain heavy equipment or ex James Pease.
Special recognition was made of} GLEN COVE
interest in the welfare of the boys.
___________________
_______
Charles Foote and family are
Brewster attended the sessions of pensive services, no matter how
1
George
Huntley
says
that
when
he
the
attendance of John Kellenber
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jones and
ger of Rockland, one of the oldest | rioting in Mystic. Conn., after
the House of Bishops as well as the badly needed."
gets
out
of
the
hospital
(sweet
older
children have moved to Berlin,
General Convention, he went to
“The farmers’ cooperative Is an
will g0 10 Ormand,
Conn., where Mr. Jones is employed and whip cream don't agree) that members of the Jraternity. He ls
Colorado Springs, Col., where from old American institution which has as machinist.
he will settle the dispute that Ray 89 years of age, a native of Switzer1895 to 1906 he was rector of Grace been growing steadily, particularly
Mrs. Eva Joy was a visitor Mon
land and a member of Stonington
Mr and Mrs. Oliver Heard cele Dawson is the fastest man in the
Church, His next stop was at during the last decade, to preserve
day at Mrs. C. E. Gregory's.
Battery.
Masonic Lodge.
brated
their
39th
wedding
anniver

Nashota House, a theological school that other American tradition—
Following this refreshments were
GPP. Lawry premised me be
Miss Elizabeth Sukeforth is in
oi the church established near Mil family-sized farming. In order to sary at a surprise party Wednesday fore he left that he would be back served and the program turned over Boston for a fortnight's visit with
night
at
their
home,
arranged
by
waukee 100 years ago by Dr. Breck. survive, the small farm must be
to help out in the bowling matches. to Thomas Macdonald, who showed relatives.
and where Dean Howard D. Perkins operated just as efficiently as the their youngest daughter Mrs. Eliza Boy, do we miss him!
highly interesting pictures of Bel
Miss Barbara Waldron passed
and Rev. William E. Berger of Cam commercial farm. Under PSAs beth Jones. Those attending were
"Bill" Staples and Mrs. Staples fast and vicinity. The first film was last weekend In Portland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Curtis
and
den. and Prank E. Blake of Portland Community Services program over
ln technicolor and included scenes
were
among
our
Sunday
visitors.
and Charles E. Whipple of Fal $10,000,000 worth of group loans children Marian. Gwendolyn, Elea "Bill" is looking forward to being from the recent Memorial Day pa
mouth Poreslde, present members have already helped some 300.000 nor and Oliver; Mr. and Mrs. Her with us again when he is drafted. rade In Belfast and beautiful pic
of the diocese, have studied. He at farm families cope with the ob man Drinkwater, and sons Bertell
Several of the boys are going tures of Admiral and Mrs. Pratt's
tended a dinner of his class, 1882, stacles created by industrialized and Arnold, and Mr. and Mrs. El home Monday so they can vote in rose garden and the estate of Mr. !
VINALHAVEN
mer
Heard
and
son
Lawrence,
Mr.
of Yale at New Haven, Conn., on a agriculture.” Mr. Viola said.
and Mrs. Frank P. Wilson. A sec
the
Presidential
election.
&
ROCKLAND
and Mrs. Harvey Cline, Mr. and
visit there, also visiting members
“PSA’s Community and Coop
Corp. Freeland Staples ls doing ond film taken ln France, England
Mrs.
Maynard
Curtis
and
children
STEAMBOAT
CO.
of his own family ln New York and erative Service loans are made to
and Scotland was particularly ln- ;
Norman and Bernard and Mr. and a slow but efficient Job of issuing
ROCKLAND, ME.
near Boston.
deserving farm families who can
terestlng ln that it showed the port ,
Mrs. Leroy Jones. The guests of our Winter clothes. If we get much
not raise the money elsewhere,”
of Dover prior to the recent con- ' Service to:
honor were presented with a radio. more equipment we’ll need exten
Mr. Viola continued. "These loans
flagration and streets of London’s j Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
sions for our lockers.
At Castine Normal
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
are used for tractors, combine har
Lt. and Mrs. Newbert are safely East End before German bombings J
Island and Frenchboro
(By Grace S. Bowden)
vesters, pure bred bulls and scores JEFFERSON
settled ln thelr new quarters and have made it a shambles of rulh.— j
______________ j
Public Cooking School (Electric) seem to be enjoying this Island Belfast Journal.
Margaret Rogers, of Rockland, of other expensive equipment and
WINTER SERVICE
who teaches in the public schools in services which, used cooperatively, at Star Theatre, Waldoboro, Oct. life.
Subject to change without notice.
The dredge is working here deep been playing ping pong for the past
Bar Harbor attended the Fall Prom enable the participants to farm 22, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 j>.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
m. Admission free. All food given ening the boat channel. I guess two hours and is looking for more
and spent the weekend at Richard more efficiently and profitably.'
Mr Viola pointed out that each away. Everybody welcome. Miss that is so it will make it that much “suckers” to beat.
A. M.
P. M.
son Hall. Margaret McMillan, also
Bert Pease will probably open a
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
harder for us to wade off. But
of Rockland, who teaches in Penob Co-operative Service is carefully June Freeman, demonstrator.
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
planned so that the number of par
124-133 they can't fool us, it ought to lower battery barber shop soon. Any style
scot, attended the Prom.
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
haircut under two inches long.
the water level.
The installation of the new boil ticipants will b( as large as the
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Guard Mount is at 4 30 p. tn. now Maybe “Rip" Ripley, Bert's teacher,
Associated Distributors, Inc. of
ers in the administration building service or equipment warrants,
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
has been completed and classes are keeping the cost at a minimum Chicago have just announced a instead of 11.30 a. m.—just five will try to get down and get a hair
119-tf
cut. Oh yeah!
now being held in the rooms in for each member. Borrowers of new ProdticUj^ttae Lipstick more sleepless hours.
Stewart
M.
Pollard
Henry
“
Aldrloh"
Simmons
hu
which originally scheduled.
group loans do not necessarily par
O, Deat

A Masonic Event

Belief In God

Short Of Farm Hands

pointments. During (the past two
Comrade and Mrs. Andrew Boyn weeks she has addressed audiences
ton were visitors in Rockland over in five States—Michigan, Maine.
West Virginia. Maryland and New
the weekend.
All members of the Post and Yoik. Today she is scheduled for
Auxiliary are asked to meet at the an address at Paterson.. N J.
Friday will be her bfusy day with
hall Nov. 11 to take part in the
parade. Report one hour before pa addresses In four pmpire State
rade time, to your commander and cities—Westchester, (Mount Verron,
Yonkers and New /Rochelle. Nov. 2
president.
The new V.F.W. home will be she ls to speak 0 Corning in the
’
warm and comfortable this Winter same State.
These
activities
are under the
due to the fine work of George
Hamlin who has overhauled and auspices of tthe Republican Na
tional Corrupnttee
put in first class shape the furnace
This participation ln national
so long in need of repair.
affairs a&Jd the presence of seven
The V.F.W. Post of Brunswick has other woimen in Congress empha
organized a unit of Home Defense sizes a ‘fact to which Mrs. Smith
Corps and are drilling each Monday often (defers—the happy and useful
night at the Armory.
position of women in America as
Despite war-time conditions in compared with their lot ln foreign
German-occupied Paris, Benjamin lan ,
Franklin Post V.F W. Is still carry
a. Smith regards lt of the uting on as usual. Not a meeting has
importance that employment
been missed since the Germans en be /found through development of
tered Paris.
private enterprise. This, she be
The new draftees are going to fare lieves, can be brought about
a lltlle better than the World War tlxrou
through confidence in leaders, both
veteran when lt comes to the pack business and political.
they will carry The new pack
“Everything tliat can be done to
will weigh Just 61 pounds—a 9ieve unemployment in this eounpound rifle, four pounds of blan
is a real contribution to Na
kets. a 5-pound gas mask, six tional defense." says Mrs. Smith,
pounds of ammunition, a 7-pound and she continues.
Prosperity
overcoat and two pounds of steel
'.brought about by individual initia
helmet, with the usual field equip
tive of a haippy and contented ptoment.
Tlie World War pack iple and the liberty now enjoyed
weighed from 90 to 100 pounds.
j are the secrets of permanent pro
Every membeV of Huntley-Htll tection to our nation. Today pro
Post, VF W. ls ready at a minute's duction and employment are stlmunotice to do his part in any Anteri
can way. ln the defense of his city, and^orders’fm-'nii
*a'}rin8 la,:ds
t-«
»_
ana orders for our cxwn defer.se but
cunty and country. Every member ;s
,ny ,5SUrance
a™
or our Post has been through battle
term will be more successful than
either on land or in hostile waters,
,Xte two we have already endured?"
The man who has been under fire
i
"And." Mrs Smith adds. "Mr.
can be depended on in time of a
crisis Huntley-Hill Post veterans
izr
•cf®mplish“
are ready now to do thelr part.
, '
'.
g
e act that
Back ln 1917 and 1918 the your.g- Willkie
Ior' *h*Je Mr
est and strongest were taken down ’ duct'on nf
nWd
Pr°'
with the dreadful disease known as , /
° pay th* buis
influenza. It came in lightning y________
0 fashioned way."
force the nation over. It took the □
lives of thousands of American ’rh* committee elected by the Post
youth.
Let’s be protected this
cM,re for this nurse corps corntime by having our city water sup- Prises Commander Albert J. Brickply and pumphouse guarded, and Ie>-' Adjutant Edward J. Roark and
if necessary the water chlorided to Junior Vice Commander Ralph
prevent our children and loved Cline.
They will report next
ones from being stricken. Bangor meeting All women interested ln
and other cities are doing this al- Rockland, and who would like to
ready, and Rockland should be in Join a corps of this kind should
line with the leaders.
I write
Oliver Hamlin, South
The Post is to undertake, with Thomarton.
the aid and permission of the local i
-----------------Red Cross to organize a Home De- I pour 12-lnch brake drums on the
fense Nurse Corps to work in unity 1941 Ford cars utilize 162 square
with the new Rockland Home De- inches of breaking surface under
fense Corps now organized and hydraulic pressure when the pedal
drilling at the Spring street armory, is dep»««sed.
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Atlantic Models
for ’41

i—

With Our Soldiers

handing

construct io*

The new Atlantic Ranges are the best we have
been privileged to shoV in many years—and we are
distinctly proud to hate you see them.
They possess all the virtues of a truly great
range.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superb Efloiency, a Oreat Baker
Great Furl Economy.
Genuine Jeauty of Design.
All the New Finishes.
Reasonable In Price.
Liberal Allowance On Old Range.
Cash or fiasy Terms.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
315-323 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

